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S T E L L I N G E N

1. Metingen van het verval van een geladen deeltje geven soms aanleiding tot

niet-fysische oplossingen van de vergelijking welke ontstaat door toepassen

van de energie-impuls behoudswetten in het vervalspunt. Door een correctie

op de gemeten z-coördinaat van het vervalspunt uit te voeren,is het moge-

lijk toch fysisch zinvolle oplossingen te verkrijgen.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2

2. Het is waarschijnlijk dat verder onderzoek in samenhang met de nieuw ont-

dekte ̂ -deeltjes, de bestudering vereist van reacties met werkzame door-

sneden van enkele nano-barns. Voor een spectrometer opstelling als b.v. die

van de ACCMOR collaboratie [1], is dit gebied ontoegankelijk, tenzij een

methode wordt gevonden om een uiterst selectieve trigger te construeren.

Het gebruik van driftkamers in combinatie met 'special purpose hardware*

biedt hiertoe goede perspectieven.

[1] C.Daum et al., CERïï/SPSC/'74-14, SPSC/P 7, FebrMzry 1974

3. Het gebruik van berekende relatieve overgangswaarschijnlijkheden in de

analyse van atoom- en ionspectra verdient de voorkeur boven het gebruik van

veronderstellingen betreffende lijnintensiteiten op grond van menging van

niveaus [1] of op grond van een gekozen koppelingsschema [2].

[1] J.O.Ekberg, Physica Saripta, Vol ? (1973) SS

[2] J.F,Schröder, Dissertatie, Universiteit van Amsterdam 1970, pag. 62

4. In de door Gurney en Gugan gegeven verklaring van hun meetresultaten aan

het herstelgedrag van gedeformeerd Kalium als functie van de temperatuur [1]

zitten enkele essentiële onzekerheden. Deze zouden kunnen worden opgehelderd

ioor herstelmetingen aan met elektronen bestraald Kalium.

[1] W.S.C.Gurney, D.Gugan, The Philosophical Magazine 24(1971)857 en 879
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5. Door invoering van het rectificerend punt van Huygens [1] kan de afstand

langs een cirkelboog op eenvoudige wijze benaderd worden door de afstand

op een raaklijn aan de cirkel.

Bij ean hyperbool kan het rectificerend punt op analoge wijze gedefiniserd

worden. Hierdoor wordt de rapheid [2J op eenvoudige wijze verbonden met de

afstand op een raakiijn aan de hyperbool.

Î1] e.g. H.Witting* 'Differential Rechnung', Sammlung Gd&ehen, pag. 104

[2] Dit npoefsoh»ift} appendix I

6. Het is gewenst dat binnen de sectie Hoge Energie Fysica van het onlangs

opgerichte Nationaal Instituut voor Kern- en Hoge Energie Fysica (NIKHEF)

sen sterk fenomenologisch georiënteerde theoriegroep geformeerd wordt.

7. Zowel op universitair als op landelijk niveau dienen de resultaten en de

kwaliteit van het onderzoek een rol te spelen bij de verdeling van de voor

het onderzoek te besteden middelen. Hierbij behoort de beoordeling vàn

onderzoeksprojecten mede gebaseerd te zijn op cr i ter ia welke door de onder-

zoekers zélf zijn opgesteld. Deze criteria, waarin een aanvaardbare prestatie

gedefinieerd wordt, dienen vóór de aanvang van een onderzoeksproject gefor-

muleerd en ter discussie gesteld te worden.

8. Bij de tegenwoordig wel gekozen vorm van bouwen middels projectontwikkeling,

dreigt de architekt in een ondergeschikte positie gemanoeuvreerd te wórden,

welke in strijd is met zijn taak als onafhankelijk en deskundig adviseur

van de gebruiker.

'Bouwen: menselijk en modern' in 'Ziekenhuis: menselijk en modem',

Kluuer/Van Loghvsm Slaterus - Deventer

Ereoode voor de uitoefening van het arahitektenbesoep, Bouwkundig Weekblad

nr. 24, 8?e jaargang, 9 december 1969

9. Regelmaat is de basis voor succes.

10. Doorstroming van wetenschappelijk medewerkers vertoont sterke analogie met

het .lozen van afvalwater: de problemen die zich kunnen voordoen, worden

nauwelijks opgemerkt indien het reservoir waarop geloosd wordt maar groot

genoeg i s .

Amsterdam, 17 september 1975 A.J.de Groot
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Chapter I

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

I.I Introduction

In this thesis some results of a bubble chamber experiment are presented.

The general features of this experiment will be given in this chapter.

Since the experimental techniques of a bubble chamber experiment are

rather well known, only a rough account will be given of the procedures

used.

1.2 The Experiment

The start of the 4.2 GeV/c K p experiment, part of which is presented

in this thesis, goes back to September 1966 (ref. 1).

At that time an experiment with a statistical significance of

^ 10 events/yb (200.000 pictures) was proposed. The aim of the experiment

was to study resonance production (e.g. Y*'s between 1600 and 1700

MeV/c2, K*(14OO) ) and production mechanisms (e.g. Regge theory,

Veneziano model) (ref. 2 ) .

The first exposures of the experiment were carried out by groups from

Amsterdam and Nijmegen in february 1967.

Table 1.1 lists the number of pictures taken by the Amsterdam-Nijmegen

collaboration. The same table also shows the statistical significance

of these exposures.
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Meanwhile in other groups, particularly at CERN, interest had grown for

a large statistics K p experiment in the 3-4 GeV/c momentum range.

The aim of this proposed experiment was, in addition to those of ref. 2,

the study of = resonances, which due to the relatively small production

cross-sections of *v 10 yb, requires a large statistics experiment.

Ultimately a proposal of the CERN track chamber division (ref. 3) was

accepted. They proposed to join the Arcsterdam-N<jtnegen collaboration and

to extend the 4.2 GeV/cK p experiment to an experiment of 3 x 10**

pictures, equivalent to 200 events/ub gross.

Later a group from Oxford joined the collaboration.

This big experiment is now under way. Table I.I shows a list of the

exposures that have already been taken.

In this thesis we will concentrate on results obtained from the

Amsterdam-Nijnsegen data only. Details about the scanning and measurement

procedure refer to the configuration in Amsterdam. Only short remarks

will be made with respect to procedures used by the other groups of the

collaboration.
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1.3 Technical Aspects of the Experiment

After Che actual exposure, when the stereo pictures of the bubble

chamber are made, a great amount of effort is required before the Data

Summary Tapes, containing the relevant quantities of the events, are

ready.

In chronological order the following steps can be distinguished:

1) The scan of the pictures,

2) The measurement of the events,

3) Geometrical reconstruction and kinematical fitting of the events, fj

4) The event identification. •

In this section we will give a rough account of the procedures used in

the experiment. References will be given citing more detailed information.

Particular attention will be paid to the scanning procedure that has been

used. The conventional scanning method has been modified in order to

speed up the scan without a fall-off in quality.

1.3.1 Beam and Chamber

- The beam

The beam used for this experiment is an electrostatically separated

K -beam, designed for a momentum range of 2.8 to 4.5 GeV/c (ref. 4).

The beam is fed by protons originating from the CEFN proton synchrotron

and is tuned in such a way that every picture contains on average

10 - 13 beamtracks.

Special attention has been paid to the lateral spread of the beam in

the bubble chamber. In order to improve this spread the beara arrangement

just in front of the chamber has been modified slightly, resulting in an

average distance of ^ 1 cm between neighbouring tracks in the chamber.

A good baam spread is of interest since a part of the experiment is

measured on an automatic measuring device.

- Mass separation, pion and muon contamination

The mass separation of the beam is performed by means of an electrostatic

field. Particles enter this part of the beam through a momentum slit and
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are consequently contained in a small momentum band. Distinction

between particles with different mass is then possible by using the fact

chat the velocity of a particle is now a function of the mass only.

The heavier the particle, the longer it will take to pass the

electrostatic field and the larger the final deflection will be.

By use of bending magnets that are placed behind the separator, only

particles of the desired mass are focussed on the mass slit and allowed

to enter the following part of the beam.

By varying the current in the bending magnet that is located behind the

separator, the separated particle beam is swept over the mass slit.

Then by measuring the transmission counting rate as a function of the

current, the so called separation curve is measured. From this curve

the optimal value for the current through the bending magnet is chosen

in order to obtain the purest K beam. This procedure is repeated

regularly during the exposure.

1000

800

LJ 600
5
o

400

U

200

B C 2 / 4 0 Pulses

MSEF1

343 345 347 349
CURRENT [mAmpere]

Fig. l . l Separation curve for 4.2 GeV/o beam particles.
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An example of the separation curve is shown in fig. 1.1. This figure

shows the steep flank of the pion peak and the full K peak.

From this figure one can deduce already that the contamination of pions

in the beam is expected to be low.

Apart from pious, one expects the beam to be contaminated by muons

originating from it-decays.

Th« pion and muon contamination has been measured (ref, 5) in various

runs of the experiment by counting 6-rsys (electrons originating from

the beamtracks), using the fact that the maximum energy of 6-rays, and

thus their radius of curvature in the magnetic field, depends on the

velocity and thus on the mass of the beam particle (ref. 6). Distinction

between pion and muon contamination is made by using the fact that only

pions interact strongly with the hydrogen of the bubble chamber.

The results of these measurements are shown in table 1.2.

RUN 1 RUN 2 RUN 3

K~ 94.8 + 1.0 % 96.1 + 1.0 % 96.3 + 1.0 %

ir~ 1.7 + 0.8 % 1.9 + 0.9 % 0.3 + 0.5 %

u~ 3.5 + 0.8 % 2.0 + 0.9 % 3.A + 1.0 %

Table 1.2 Beam oomgoaitions of the 4.2 GeV/c K beam.

One observes that the pion contamination is indeed very low, as was

expected already from the separation curve.

- The chamber

The separated beam is injected into 2m CERN Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

(ref. 7). The hydrogen in the chamber acts as target and detector at the

same time. This is achieved in the following way. By each expansion of

the chamber piston, the pressure in the chamber is suddenly reduced,

making the hydrogen liquid sensitive to bubble formation. At this

moment pictures of the chamber are made by three cameras that are

mounted on the chamber.

In this way one obtains stereo pictures of all charged tracks, beam-

tracks and tracks emerging from an interaction point, that have passed
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Fig. 1.1 Separation curve for 4.2 GeV/c beam particles.
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An example of the separation curve is shown in fig. I.I. This figure

shows the steep flank of the pion peak and the full K peak.

From this figure one can deduce already that the contamination of pions

in the beam is expected to be low.

Apart from pions, one expects the beam to be contaminated by muons

originating from n-decays.

The pion and muon contamination has been measured (ref. 5) in various

runs of the experiment by counting 6-rays (electrons originating from

the beamtracks), using the fact that the maximum energy of 6-rays, and

thus their radius of curvature in the magnetic field, depends on the

velocity and thus on the mass of the beam particle (ref. 6). Distinction

between pion and muon contamination is made by using the fact that only

pions interact strongly with the hydrogen of the bubble chamber.

The results of these measurements are shown in table 1.2.
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Table 1.2 Beam compositions of the 4.2 GeV/c K beaa..

One observes that the pion contamination is indeed very low, as was

expected already from the separation curve.

- The chamber

The separated beam is injected into 2m CERN Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

(ref. 7). The hydrogen in the chamber acts as target and detector at che

same time. This is achifcved in the following way. By each expansion of

the chamber piston, the pressure in the chamber is suddenly reduced,

making the Hydrogen liquid sensitive to bubble formation. At this

moment pictures of the chamber are made by three cameras that are

mounted on the chamber.

In this way one obtains stereo pictures of all charged tracks, beam-

tracks and tracks emerging from an interaction point:, that have passed
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through the chamber just before the camera trigger.

The whole chamber is placed in a magnetic field, which constrains the

charged particles to follow a curved track (a helix);

From the curvature and the known magnetic field the determination of the

momentum of a charged track is possible.

1.3.2 The Scan

One of the most time consuming parts of a bubble chamber experiment: is

without any doubt the scan. Each picture has to be scanned carefully in

order to identify the events (the interactions) that are worthy of

further study. In addition, a bookkeeping system has to be set up which

will trace the history of each event, once it has been selected by the

scanner.

The conventional scanning procedure is to scan a roll of film at least

twice. After two independent scans the results are compared during a

third control scan. A decision is imposed when the results of the first

two scans are in disagreement.

We will describe here the changes that have been made in this scanning

procedure in order to shorten the total scanning time. Details are

only relevant to the procedure used by tne Amsterdam group. Some changes

made by the other groups of the collaboration will be mentioned briefly.

Speeding up the scan

If one wants to speed up the scan, two approaches are possible.

One of them if to reduce the number of times that a roll has to pass

through the whole scanning system. The other approach is to streamline

the scanning procedure itself i.e. to bring down the time devoted to

each stereo triplet.

Both approaches have been considered.

A considerable saving of time has been obtained by combining the second

scan and the third control scan, thus reducing the number of times the

roll has to pass through the whole system. According to this procedure

the scanner, who does the second scan, also has access to the results of

the first scan. The comparison of the results of the first and the
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second scan is thus done by the 'second scanner', who starts with

scanning a picture and immediately afterwards compares his results with

the ones of the first scan.

Checks have been performed, comparing the conventional method, consisting

of three scans, with this method. Results of these comparisons show an

increase of administrative errors regarding the description of an event

(e.g. the indication of an outgoing stopping track) in case of the

faster scanning procedure. Using the conventional scanning method % 2 %

of the scanned events contain these administrative errors, whereas the

corresponding number for the accelerated scan is found to be ^ 4 U.

However the scanning efficiency (ref. 8) (i.e. is an event seen or not?)

does not become worse using the faster scanning procedure. For both

procedures roughly 2 % of the events are not seen by the scanner after

two scans.

Since the administrative errors are not fatal for an event and in most

cases can be corrected quite easily during the measurement, we have

accepted the faster scanning procedure.

We have also considered speeding up the scan by streamlining the

procedure itself.

A simple time analysis has been done in order to trace the bottle necks

of the scanning procedure. In this analysis we tried to break up the

total scanning time of a picture in order to determine the most time

consuming part of it.

Roughly a scanners action can be divided into three parts:

(a) the transport of the film into the right position,

(b) the scan itself of the picture,

(c) the updating of the bookkeeping system, consisting of writing down

on a card the identification of the event (film- and photonumber)

and some data necessary for the measurement (indication of a

stopping track, straight track, etc.).

The amount of time required for these operations is given in table 1.3.

From these numbers one can conclude that the only part of the procedure

where a gain of time seems possible, is the bookkeeping.



Total 47 - 60 seconds
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Operation Time per picture in seconds

Transport of tha film

Scanning

Bookkeeping

Table 1.3 Manual work required for the scan
of 2m bubble chamber pictures.

If one wants to have a real gain here however, one should abandon the

bookkeeping system using cards and one should switch over to a semi-

automatic bookkeeping system with a small on-line computer. This switc

was not possible for the Amsterdam group; we have made only slight

modifications in the administrative part of the scanning procedure.

A semi-automatic bookkeeping system has been implemented by the CERN

group (ref. 9) and the group in Nijmegen.

- Scanning speed

Adding up the numbers given above for the various parts of the scanni

procedure and assuming on the average 1 event per picture, one arrive

at a total scanning time per picture of about 1 minute.

This would then result in a scanning speed of 60 pictures/hour.

Reality looks quite different. In the daily routine of scanning we hi

to deal with a fixed number of scanners and a fixed number of scannii

tables. Due to absence of these scanners, downtime of the scanning

tables, time needed to mount new rolls on the table etc., it turns o

to be impossible to operate these tables with 100 % efficiency.

Consequently the scanning speed per scheduled hour (downtime etc.

included) is much lower than the speed per effective hour of scannii

which would be at the most zpout 60 pictures/hour.

The scanning speed per schedV^ hour turns out to be 30-40 picture;

hour.
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The gain obtained by the introduction of the semi-automatic bookkeeping

system is clearly shown by the fact that at CERN the scanning speed per

effective hour of scanning has been raised from ̂  60 pictures/hour to

* 100 pictures/hour, the speed per scheduled hour of scanning is raised

from 45 to 75 pictures/hour (ref. 9).

The gain in time, obtained by combining the second scan and the third

control scan is demonstrated by the fact that the complete triple scan

of a roll (750 pictures) took 80 hours using the conventional method,

whereas with the new method this has been brought down to 55 hours

(split up in 25 hours for the first scan and 30 hours for the second

scan). These numbers refer to scheduled scanning time.

Scanned topologies, scan efficiencies

At the start of the experiment (run 1) all possible topologies have

been scanned. Later on the bare two-prongs (i.e. events with two out-

going charged tracks) and the bare four-prongs have been dropped.

Table 1.4 shows a list of the most frequently occuring scan-topologies

together with their calculated scan efficiencies (ref. 8) for one and

two scans, as measured in Amsterdam. The corresponding numbers at

Nijmegen and CERN are, within errors, the same.
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Topology *)

0Q1

201

210

211

300

410 **)

400

Calculated Scan Efficiency
for I Scar

92 %

97 %

89 %

98 X

95 %

99 %

98 %

for 2 Scans

99 %

M00 %

98 %

MGQ I

MOO %

MOO I

MOO %

*)
The notation is as follows: a scan topology is notated
by 3 numbers: nml
n is the number of outgoing charged tracks
m is the number of charged decays (Vi)
1 is the number of neutral decays (Vo)

**)
The relatively high scan efficiency of the 410, compared
with the scan efficiency of the 210, is explained by the
fact that in the sample used for the calculation of the
scan efficiencies the 400 were scanned also whereas the
200 were not.

Table 1.4 Scan effi<?.',enates .

1.3.3 The Measurement

The measurement of the pictures of each event has been performed on

conventional film plane digitizers: Enetras (ref. 10). A small part of

the experiment has been measured on an automatic measuring device, the

HPD (ref. U ) .

The Enetras are connected with a computer (a CDC 3200, after 1972 a

CDC 6400), which controls .and checks the measuring process. This check

includes a complete spatial reconstruction of the tracks of an event.

If the reconstruction fails, a remeasurement of those tracks or vertices

of the event that caused problems, is carried out immediately.

The measurement itself consists of a precise determination of the

position of reference marks, vertices (i.eT the point of interaction)
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and a number of points on the outgoing tracks of an event.

The results of the measurement are stored on disk for further off-line

processing. At the time of the CDC 3200 the intermediate storage was

done on tape,

A detailed description of the measurement system can be found in rei. 12.

- Measuring speed

The experiment is measured on 3 Enetras, which are available during

SS hours per Enetra per week. The average total measuring speed is

1200*1400 events/week. It should be noted that the events are all

complicated events, including charged decays and/or neutral decays.

Taking into account holidays, down time etc. the total measurement rate

for this experiment is 40.000-50.000 events/year.

1.3.A Geometrical Reconstruction and Kinematical Fitting

The results of the measurement are used as input to a computer programme

that performs a complete spatial reconstruction of the event. For the

first part of the experiment (run 1-4) the programme THRESH (ref. 13)

was used. At this moment the HYDRA geometry programme (ref. 14) is

used.

The output of the geometry programme essentially consists of the

positions in space of the measured vertices and the parameters which

define the orientation and shape of the tracks in space. For each track

separately, both THRESH and HYDRA-geometry take into account several

hypotheses regarding its mass, thus performing a mass-dependent

reconstruction of the track.

Generally speaking, tht momenta of all charged tracks of an event are

known after application of the geometry programme.

The next step is to test a certain hypothesis for the event i.e. a

specific mass assignment to the outgoing tracks. The validity of a

certain hypothesis is tested by doing a chi-squared fit using the

conservation laws of energy and momentum as constraints.

This is done according to the following sequence:
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a) Fitting of decays,

b) Fitting of the primary interaction using results from the decay fit,

c> Fitting of the complete sequence of interactions.

Details about the fitting of decays will be given in chapter 2.

Three cases can be distinguished, when doing the fit at the primary

vertex (the production fit),

a) The 4C-fit.

In this case for all tracks to which masses are assigned by the

hypothesis, the track parameters are known either by measurement or

as the result of the fit of a decay. Since there are no unknown

quantities , the four constraint equations of energy and momentum

lead to a four constraint fit (4C-fit).

b) The lC-fit.

In this case the hypothesis requires a neutral particle, whose track

parameters are unknown. The calculation of the three unknown

parameters (the momentum vector of the neutral particle) reduces the

fit to a one constraint case.

c) The OC-fit.

It often occurs that the momentum and energy balance at the primary

vertex is consistent with the hypothesis that more than one neutral

particle has been produced at the primary vertex.

In this case these neutrals are treated as one fictitious neutral

particle with unknown mass, since it is impossible to determine the

individual masses and momenta of these neutrals. The calculation of

the unknown mass of this fictitious particle uses up the last

constraint , leading to a so called ' OC-fit' or 'no fit'. The OC-fit

obviously does not imply a real fit since the measured quantities

are used directly to calculate mass and momentum of the fictious

neutral particle.

Apart from a chi-squared probability the 4C-or ic-fit also supplies

fitted values for the parameters of the outgoing tracks. (For OC-fits

the chi-squared probability is of course undetermined.)

All hypotheses, possible for a given topology are treated in this way.

The above mentioned fit is performed by the HYDRA kinematics programme
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(ref. 14). At the time of the CDC 3200 the programme GRIND (ref. 15) was

used. Some modifications have been made in these programmes, especially

regarding the fit of charged decays.

These modifications will be described in chapter 2 of this thesis.

1.3.5 Event Identification, Data Summary Tape

To make a final selection from the hypotheses that have been tried

successfully for an event* the ionisation of the outgoing charged tracks

is the most important tool. During a so called output scan the observed

ionisation is compared with the predicted ionisation, computed by the

kinematics programme. In addition other rules are applied (ref. 16),

often using the computed chi-squared probability, to decide between

different hypotheses. For the final selection of hypotheses, a priori

knowledge of the frequency of a final state is often used. In this

' Bayesian approach' (ref. 8) that hypothesis is favoured which is known

to occur more frequently than a competing hypothesis.

After this output scan the number of possible hypotheses is brought

down to at most two hypotheses per event. In case that it turns out to

be impossible to bring down the number of finally selected hypotheses

to two, the event is rejected.

Relevant numerical and administrative data for the finally selected

hypotheses are written on Data Summary Tapes (DST's). In the THRESH-GRIND

chain, the CERN programme SLICE (ref. 17) carried out this task. In the

HYDRA chain an analogous programme has been developed in Amsterdam.

The DST's finally, are the starting point for the physics analysis of

the final states.

- Rejects

A number of events, though seen by the scanner, never reach the DST.

Various reasons account for this fact: an event can be immeasurable or

it can fail somewhere in the programme chain. These events are called

the rejects.

One cannot forget completely about these rejected events because they
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obviously contribute to the cross-section of a given final state and

consequently their number should be taken into account when doing the

cross-section calculation.

Table 1.5 shows the percentages of rejects for some scan topologies.

Topology

001

201

210

200

410

400

% Rejects

12 1

16 %

20 %

11 %

30 %

15 %

Table 1.5 Percentages of Rejects .

From this table we notice two things. In the first place the handling of

the charged decays (kinks) appears to be more difficult then neutral

decays (V-zeroes), even after the application of the special procedures

to be discussed in chapter 2. Secondly the number of rejects increases

with the number of outgoing (charged) tracks.
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Chapter 2

THE FIT OF THE DECAY OF A CHARGED PARTICLE

2.I Introduction

In general, the measurement of a bubble chamber event yields, for all

charged tracks, reliable values of the track parameters: curvature, dip

and azimuth. Consequently all momenta, playing a role in the kinematical

fit, are known by measurement. Each hypothesis is thus tested in a fit

using the conservation laws of energy and momentum as constraint

aquations, as has been indicated in chapter 1.

This favourable situation very often does not occur when a charged decay

(a kink) is involved, as will be shown below. The usual configuration of

a kink, as seen in a bubble chamber pic-.ure, is drawn schematically in

fig. 2.1. Only the charged decay product is seen, the neutral decay

product remains undetected in the bubble chamber. (Note that only the

decay into two particles is considered.)

The fit of an event with a charged decay proceeds as folows (ref. 1).

Firstly hypotheses are tested for the decay vertex (vertex QQ) only,

doing a mono-vertex fit at QQ.

If successful, these fits produce fitted values for the track parameters

(momentum, dip and azimuth) of AQ, depending on the mass assignment

for AQ.

Next, mono-vertex fits are tried at AA. For these fits the kinematics

programme only considers mass assignments for AQ corresponding to a

successful mono-vertex fit at QQ. These fits are called production fits.

The dip (A) and azimuth ($) of a track are defined by:

dip : X = arctg (p //p 2 + p 2)

azimuth: <J> - arcsin (p //p 2 + p 2) <* arccos (p //p 2 + Pv
2)»

y x y x x y
with p , p , p : the three components of the momentum vector of the track.
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Q 2

\

I* beam par tide

Fig. 2.1 Schematic picture of the decay of
a charged Z as seen in the btifble
chamber•.

The fitted values of the track parameters of the connecting track AQ,

resulting from the mono-vertex f i t at QQ, are used as measured starting

values (with error) for the mono-vertex fit at AA (ref. 2). The starting

values are corrected for the track length of AQ.

This procedure of using the results .of the f i t at the decay vertex QQ,

when doing the fit at the production vertex AA, is called the feeding

procedure.

Finally multi-vertex fits are tried, involving both vertices AA and QQ.

Successful mono-vertex fits only are extended later on to a multi-vertex

fit. In this multi-vertex fit, the tracks of both vertices are fitted

simultaneously, making use of the constraints at both points.

Events involving two or more decays are treated analogously,

When doing the mono-vertex fit at QQ, two cases can be distinguished;

1) The track between the primary vertex (AA) and ihe decay vertex , (QQ)

is sufficiently curved to enable a reliable measurement of the

curvature of the track AQ.
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In this case, when doing the fit at the decay vertex (QQ) only the

momentum and the direction of notion of the neutral decay product are

unmeasured, giving rise to 3 unknown quantities that have to be

computed in the fit, which is now a one constraint fit (lC-fit).

A reliable curvature measurement is possible when the sagitta of

of the track AQ is bigger then 1 mm.

2) A reliable measurement of the curvature of the track AQ is impossible.

This situation very often occurs when dealing with the tracks of

E-byperons.

The usual procedure for this situation is to measure the vertices AA

and QQ. The track AQ is then constructed as a straight line through

these two points (a tUiO-point track), resulting in a track with

known dip and azimuth and with unknown momentum.

Since there are now 4 unknown quantities and 4 constraint equations,

no real fit can be done any more. The momentum of AQ is now extracted

directly from the equation that results from the application at the

decay vertex of the energy and momentum conversation laws. This

procedure often is called a zero constraint fit (OC-fit).

In the next section we will give more details about the OC-fit.

2.2 The OC-fit of a Charged Decay

The application of the conservation laws of energy and momentum at the

decay vertex (QQ) leads to a quadratic equation for the momentum of the

decaying particle (e.g. the E-hyperon).

The explicit form of this equation is:

M$J * :pw* cos^e)^
2 - A A p ^ cos6 + tt^* - A2 = 0 (2.1)

, with E : the energy of the charged decay product,

: i,> P • the; momentum of tfte charged decay product,

6 : the angle between the decaying particle and

its: charged decay-productv
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p.: the momentum of the decaying particle,

A » m.2 + m 2 - m 2 ; m., m , m being the masses
1 U O X U O

of the decaying particle, the charged decay

product and the neutral decay product respectively,

(All quantities are defined in the laboratory system.)

When solving this equation, two possibilities can occur:

1) The discriminant of the equation is positive. In this case one

obtains two values for the momentum (p.) of the track AQ.

2) Due to measurement errors, the discriminant is negative and

consequently no physical solution can be extracted from the

equation.

The situation of negative discriminant corresponds to a measured value

of the transverse momentum of Q2 (p sin 6) that exceeds the physically

allowed boundary. The physical boundary is determined by the momentum

of the decay product in the rest-frame of the decaying particle.

We will show below how we have proceeded in the above mentioned

situations.

In appendix I, all possible configurations for the decay of a charged

Z are presented extensively. This is done by treating the decay of a

particle using the rapidity variable (ref. 3).

2.2.1 Quadratic Equation with Positive Discriminant, Curvature

Correction

In case of a positive discriminant one immediately extracts two values

for the momentum of the track AQ. Both values will be tried: consecutively

when doing the mono-vertex fit at the production vertex AA.

For each solution of the quadratic equation the measured angles of AQ

are corrected using the computed momentum is a ataftittgvaljie iri an

iteration procedure before doing the fit at the production vertex.

This iteration procedure is shown schematically in figla2.2i

Experimentally the iteration procedure has proven to function well.
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EXTRACT INPUT VALUES
FROM MEASUREMENT:

^AQ < *PAQ
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COMPUTE THE
MOMENTUM OF AQ

•

COMPUTE THE
CURVATURE OF AQ FROM
THE MOMENTUM AND
THE MAGNETIC FIELD

•

USING THE
COMPUTED CURVATURE,

CORRECT ipjmj

—••' 'CONVERGENCE'S.

Fig. 2.2 Flowchart of the curvature correction.

Convergence in most cases is reached in less then five iteration cycles

and almost every event succesfully leaves the iteration procedure.

Since the magnetic field, in which the; bubble chamber is placed, is

directed parallel to the z-axis, only the azimuth of AQ is affected

by the curvature correction.

The,size, of the correction generally appears to be less then 10

milliradians i.e. about 1.5 times the error of the azimuth of AQ
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(the typical error of the azimuth of a two-point track is about

5 milUradians). In exceptional cases the correction can amount to

25 milliradians,

2.2.2 Quadratic Equation with Negative Discriminant, Recovery Procedure

The situation of negative discriminant is obviously a difficult one,

since the input values, the measured quantities, do not yield a physical

solution. So one can either drop the event or one can change the input

values and thus force a physical solution.

Dropping the event however would give rise to unacceptable losses;

one would loose 10-15% of the if and E+-+ ir+n and 20-25% of the 2 •*• pir°

decays that are now on the Data Summary Tape.

It is therefore a generally accepted procedure to modify the input

values in such a way that the discriminant of the quadratic equation

(2.1) becomes positive and consequently the equation yields physically

meaningful solutions.

In the standard CERN-GRIND a recovery procedure is incorporated (ref. 4).

In this standard recovery procedure, the measured values of the track

parameters of both AQ and Q2 are changed in order to bring the

transverse momentum of Q2 below the maximally allowed value. An

analytical procedure searches the shortest way from the measuring-region

to the physical region. Experimentally this recovery procedure does not

function well and few decays are recovered successfully,.

We believe that the reason for the inadequacy of this standard CERN

recovery procedure can be explained by the fatt that in this procedure

the measured quantities of all tracks involved'(AQ and Q2) are changed.

The uncertainty of the measurement of a charged decay shows itself mostly

in the determination of the track parameters of AQj; as will be shown

below. Therefore the problem should be tacfclfeid at this poiirtt, leaving

the track parameters of Q2 untouched. :.

The reasoning leading to ouv recovery procedure is as follows.

The track parameters of the hyperon track"-(AQ) suffer from the largest

measurement errors, since this track is constructed as a two—point
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track from the measurements of the primary vertex (AA) and the decay

vertex (QQ).

In most cases the difficulties are concentrated on the measurement of

QQ, especially when the (projected) angle between the hyperon track

(AQ) and the track of the decay product (Q2) is small.

In this case, when one tries to measure the precise position of the

vertex QQ in one projection, it often happens that the measured point is

a little bit shifted with respect to the real position of QQ. In most

cases the shift will be in the direction of AQ or Q2.

The spatial point QQ will be reconstructed as the nearest corresponding

point between the three rays from the cameras to the measured projected

positions of QQ (ref. 5). This situatiovi is shown schematically in

fig. 2.3. From this figure one sees quite clearly that in case of a

'difficult' measurement, the reconstructed spatial point QQ often will

not lie on the track Q2 but will be shifted, mainly in the z-direction,

to the cameras

V
If
• •* reconstructed

position of QO

true position
of QQ

1,2,3 measured positions of
0 0 in the 3 views

side view

Pig. 2.3 Schematic picture of the geometrical
reconstruction of a decay point.
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being the direction of the camera axes. As mentioned before, a shift of

the z-coordinate of QQ directly influences the dip angle X of the track

AQ.

With the above mentioned considerations in mind, we have chosen the

following method to change the input values in order to obtain physical

solutions from the equation (2.1),

Firstly the dip angle of the track AQ is changed by shifting the decay

point (QQ) in the z-direction in steps of 0.005 cm,unless it appears to

be impossible to recover the event by a change of the dip only. If this

proves Co be inadequate, because of the fact that the required change

exceeds the error of the dip that has been, calculated from the positions

and errors of AA and QQ, then the azimuth of AQ is changed in steps of

1 milliradian. If even then no physical solution is found, the event is

dropped and assigned to a reject category. The upper limit for the

allowed change of the dip of AQ has been set to one time the error in

order to avoid unrealistic shifts of the z-coordinate of QQ.

Experimentally we have noticed that if an event is recovered, this is

almost always done by a shift of z n n only. If this shift exceeds the

allowed boundary, the required shift of the azimuth in most cases is

too big to rescue the event and the event is consequently dropped.

The recovery procedure is shown schematically in fig. 2.4.

The influence of the recovery procedure is checked by considering the

distribution of the cosine of the decay angle in the Z rest-frame.

This angle, to be called henceforth 6 , is defined as the angle in the

Z rest-frame between the Z direction and the direction of the charged,

and thus visible, decay product.

Theoretically, without any loss whatsoever, this cos 6 distribution

should be flat.

There are, however, always unavoidable losses affecting the flatness of

this distribution. One of the most important ones is the so called

small-angle loss, a scanning loss caused by the fact that kinks having

a small decay angle in the laboratory system are easily overlooked by

the scanners. These losses are expected to become more and more important

as cos 0 increases. What one therefore exjSects isi nota flat cos 9
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Fig, 2.4 Flowchart of the recovery procedure.
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*
distribution but a sort cf monotonically falling cos 9 distribution,

depending on the seriousness of these scanning losses.

The 'difficult' events, giving rise to the situation of a quadratic

equation with negative discriminant and the subsequent necessity of the

recovery procedure, are expected to be concentrated around cos 8 " 0 . ,

as is shown in appendix I.

The sample, used for the checks on the recovery procedure, consists of

kinks from events on the Data Stannary Tape, that have yielded a AC-,

1O or OC-production fit. In case of ambiguities, at the most two as

explained in chapter I, the ambiguous events have been weighted with a

weight of 0.5. No other weight has been applied. Only events measured

by the Amsterdam group of the collaboration, were considered.

*

Fig. 2.5 shows the experimental cos 6 distribution for the sample,

separately for Z •+ pti°, £ •*• nit and E . The recovered events are

indicated by the shaded area. In fig. 2.6 the recovered events are

plotted separately in order to show better where these events are

concentrated.

From these distributions we observe:

1) E and Z •* IT n show an analogous behaviour, as expected.

The recovered events are concentrated in a narrow cos 6 band

around cos 6 = 0.. In the forward hemisphere (cos 6 > 0.), where

small-angle decays occur more frequently and consequently the events

are more difficult to measure, there are somewhat more recovered

events than in the backward hemisphere. The percentage of recovered

events amounts to 7.4 % for E and to 8.7 % for E + ir n.

2) For E •* pir , the situation is much more unfavourable. This could be

expected in advance by considering fig. 2.7, where the largest

kinematically allowed laboratory decay angle is displayed as

function of the E-momentum. From this figure we see that for the

protonic decay of the E the kinematical boundary is much more

restrictive than for the E~ and the E+-* ir+n decay.
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Fig. 2*5 Distribution of the deoay angle in the Z rest-frame for the
sample of Z* ^prr0 ia)9 E* •*• m+ (b)t TT (o).
The recovered events are indicated by the shaded area.
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Fig. 2.6 Distribution of the decay angle in the
rest-ftvane fop recovered events only:
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The experimental cos 8 distribution for E •* pit fully confirms this

expectation. The recovered events are now scattered over a wide

cos 8 range and the percentage of recovered events is considerably

higher than for E~ and E •*• u n. For E •*• piT the percentage of

recover

sample.

recovered events amounts to 19,7% of all E •* pn° decays of the

From the experimental distributions, shown in figs. 2,5 and 2.6 we

conclude that the recovered events fill up for a great part the hole

that would be present in the cos 6 distribution without the implementa-

tion of the recovery procedure.

Nevertheless a noticeable loss around cos 8 « 0. remains present •

especially in the distributions of £ and E •*• ,mr . For these last two

decay modes the remaining loss is estimated to be 3-5% of all kinks of

the sample. For Z •* pit0 the remaining loss is not seen so clearly,

whereas nevertheless these decays are expected to be the most difficult

ones. This can be explained by the fact that the remaining loss for

the decay mode E •* pn is s

and thus remains unnoticed.

the decay mode E •* pn is scattered almost over the full cos 6 range

Fig. 2.8 shows for the sample the distance over which the z-coordinate

of each event had to be shifted in order to obtain a positive

discriminant. The mean value of this shift is found to be 0.068 cm,

0.062 cm and 0.074 cm for E •*• piT0, E -*• IT n and E~ .respectively.

As expected from the allowed tolerances for the shift,these numbers

compare favourably with the typical order of magnitude for the error

of the z-coordinate of QQ which is 0.060-0.080 cm.

This error is about 10 times the measuring error in the xy-plane, as

deduced from the angle between the camera axes, being ^ 0.1 radian.

To get some idea what a shift of z means for the discriminant of

equation (2.1) we have plotted in fig. 2.9 the discriminant as function of

the shift Az for four actual cases, one of which is a E '-*• pir° decay,

the others are E—»• ir-n, denoted by E(ir). In this figure Az=0. corresponds

to the value of the discriminant as calculated from "the measuredI,

unchanged values of the quantities involvejd. From this figure one sees
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Fig. 2,8 _Shift of the z-jsoordinate of the decay point for recovered
events.
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that for E •* pff°, due to the relatively small size of the physical

region (i.e. the region where the discriminant is bigger than zero), the

stepsize for the shift, 0.005 cm, could not have been much bigger,

If the stepsize would have been chosen bigger, one would have stepped,

while doing the recovery, from the 'left1 unphysical region to the

'right' unphysical region, without reaching the physical region itself.

For the decays Z-+v-n the physical region is so large that the stepsize

of 0.005 cm can be regarded as a rather safe choice.

Comparison of the momentum distribution of recovered events with the

momentum distribution of events that do not need a recovery, shows

that the two distributions have the same shape; the recovery procedure

does not appear to provoke nny distortion of this distribution.

2.3 Summary and ConoluBions

In order to improve the pass rate of kink events, we made the following

modifications in the kinematical fitting programme:

1) For, straight hyperon tracks we applied a momentum dependent

azimuthal correction (the curvature correction),

2) A recovery procedure was implemented for straight kinks whose

measurements lead to unphysical solutions for the hyperon momentum.

The curvature correction has proven to function well.

It is carried out following an iteration procedure which in almost all

cases converges after a few cycles.

The recovery procedure has to be applied when the measured transverse

momentum of the visible decay product exceeds the kinematical boundary.

These events are recovered by shifting the z-coordinate of the decay

point QQ, which changes the dip angle of the decay track AQ.

Table 2.1 summarizes the efficiency of the recovery procedure.



*, E •• n+n £+ •*• pir°

1 percentage of kink events 10 - 15 % 20 - 25 X
that have to be recovered

2 percentage of kink events 7 9 2 -\, 19 •
Chat are recovered ^ J
successfully

3 mean shift of z_0 for
recovered kink W 0.060 - 0.075 cm
events

Table 2.1

In conclusion, we believe to have improved noticeably the pass rate of

kink events, particularly by the implementation of the recovery procedure.

The isotropy of the cos 8 distribution, 6 being the decay angle in the

E rest-frame, has become considerably better after implementation of the

recovery procedure.
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Chapter 3

GEOMETRICAL LOSSES FOR KINKS; HOW TO CORRECT FOR THEM

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will treat geometrical losses for kinks.

These losses are due to the fact that the geometrical configuration of

a kink can be such that the scanner does not recognize the decay on

the bubble chamber picture.

Hereafter we will describe.the various possible losses. Next follows

a description of how to make cuts on the data and how to weight the

remaining events in order to account for the cuts imposed.

For one specific type of loss, the small-angle loss, various correction

methods will be described and compared.

For convenience we will only speak about the decay of charged

E-hyperons, although the methods described are equally well applicable

to other types of a charged decay.

In general we only show figures of either I or E . Unless otherwise

stated, the figures of those E-decay modes that are not shown have the

same features as the ones that are displayed. The sample, used for the

experimental distributions, consists of 4C production fits in two-prong

and four-prong topologies.

3.2 Reasons for Losses, Length Weight3 Small-Angle Weight

The main reasons that the scanner misses events are:

a) the length of the track between the production vertex and the decay

vertex of the sigma is very small,

b) the track length of the sigma is such that it decays outside the

illuminated volume of the chamber,

c) the angle between the track of the sigma and the track of its charged

decay product is so small that it is difficult to discern the kink.



a) and b) give rise to the so called length weight, while c) results in

che small-angle weight.

The general idea of weighting is to apply cuts to the data sample in

such a way that the remaining data are in a region where the detection

efficiency is known. By applying a weight, given by the inverse of the

detection probability, to these remaining data one automatically

compensates for those data falling below the cuts.

In references 1-12 we list a number of reports, containing detailed

information on event weighting.

3.3 Length. Weight, General Remarks

As explained in the previous section, events having a short sigma

track, are likely to be missed by the scanner. Decays outside the

illuminated region of the chamber are never seen.

In order to correct for these losses, we have to calculate the

probability for having a decay between L and L , where LQ is the short

length cut-off for decays near co the production vertex and L. is the

length a sigma can travel before leaving the illuminated region of the

chamber (L. often is called the potential length). Knowing the

coordinates of the production vertex of the E, L. can be computed

easily from the orientation of the I-track.

For details on this weighting method see for example refs. 1, 4.

The probability that a particle will travel, without decaying, a

distance greater than or equal to L is given by:

?x = exp(-LQ/ncT) (3.1)

with n = ^ , where p = particle momentum

m = particle mass

x « particle lifetime

The probability that the decay will take place between LQ and L. is then

given by:



P2 • exp("I,0/ncT) - exp(-Li/nct) (3.2)

Since the scan is done using projections of the tracks (i.e. the three

views obtained from the three cameras) it is more realistic to change

the formulae accordingly and to use projected distances.

Doing this, the probability of having a decay between the projected

distances lo and li is:

P2'" exp(-lo/ncx cos X) - exp(-li/ncT cos X) (3.3)

where X • dip angle of the sigma track

The correction is then performed by cutting away all events where the

projected length of the sigma track is smaller than lo or greater than

It and by weighting the remaining events with:

1 1
W1 P2' exp(-lo/ncT cos X) - exp(-li/T)cx cos X) (3.4)

3.3.1 Determination of the Short-Length Cut-Off lo

The determination of the short-length cut-off lo is done experimentally by

comparing the experimental distribution with a theoretically known one.

The underlying idea is that if one chooses the correct theoretical

distribution, the region where losses become noticeable (viz. the

detection efficiency is no longer 1) is determined by the point where

the experimental distribution deviates from the theoretical one.

We will describe hereafter a method where the experimental projected-

length distribution is weighted in such a way that it can be compared

with che predicted isotropic distribution.

Consider a number, N, of E's with known momentum. For each event the

mean free path a, may be calculated.

The number of sigmas with given a and dip angle X that have travelled

a path bigger than L is:

NL(a, cos X) - N(a, cos X)e"
L/a (3.5)

The projected length is 1 = L cos X, which changes the formula to:



V - N(a, cos X)e~1/a COS X (3.6)

From formula (3.6) it follows immediately that by weighting each event

with a factor e c one should obtain a uniform projected length

distribution. Due to the scanning losses for small projected-lengths

1, the experimental weighted projected length distribution wilt deviate

from the constant value obtained at larger values of 1 where no loss

is present. The point of deviation will determine the cut-off length for

the projected-length of the sigma track.

Figs. 3:1a, 3.1b show the weighted prejected-length distributions

separately for E •+• TT n and E -»• pn .

On the basis of preliminary studies all events with 1 < 3.5 nan had been

cut away from the samples before the events were put on the Data

Summary Tape. Thus no entries appear on the plot below this value.

From the figures we conclude that a cut-off value lo of 3.5 mm is a

reasonable choice.

3.3.2 Length Weight, Experimental Features

Fig. 3.2 shows the length weight, calculated by means of formula (3.4),

as a function of the sigma momentum for Z •+ TT n. One notes the steep

rise of the length weight at low £ -momenta, which is due to the small

liftetime of the Z .

The few high weights at high momentum are due to. the second term

in the denominator of formula (3,4). These are events with a short

potential length.

E -events, which have a larger lifetime, do not show the pronounced

rise at low Z-momenta.

Fig. 3.3 shows the length weight W. as a function of the projected Z

track length,again for £ •*• 7r n events. As expected the weight is the
largest for small projected lengths.
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3.4 Srruil-Arigie Weight* General Remarke

As mentioned, this weight should correct for the loss caused by small-

angle decays. This loss occurs when the (projected) angle between the

sigma track and its, charged decay product is very small.

Two correction methods will be treated in detail, a third one will be

mentioned only briefly:
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a) A correction method, which makes a cut on the apace angle between

the sigma track and its charged decay product.

b) A correction method, which makes a cut on the projected angle

between the sigma track and its charged decay product.

c) A correction method using a detection efficiency function in the

region below the cuts of methods a) and b).

3.5 Small-Angle Weighty Cut on the Laboratory Decay Angle in Space

The simplest correction method uses a cut on the laboratory decay

angle in space (see for example ref. 7). In order to calculate a weight

for the remaining events the isotropy of the cosine of the decay angle

in the Z rest-frame (cos 0 ) is used. This is done in the following way.

For a given cut-off value of the laboratory decay angle 6 , the minimum

and maximum cos 6 are calculated for the kink event that has to be

weighted.

The weight is then given by:

We-l^n* -cose* . (3-7)

max m m

Using this method one supposes that all decays having a decay angle

larger than the cut-off value are seen at least in one view. In order

to make tis assumption valid, one has to choose a rather large cut-off

value.

On the other hand this cut-off cannot be chosen too large because, due

to the decay kinematics, one cuts away completely the high momentum

sigmas in that case.

This simple correction method results in a weight that depends only on

the momentum of the sigma.

3.5.1 Determination of the Space Cut-Off Angle

The cut-off value for the decay angle is determined as follows.

For various values of the cut-off angle, the total weighted number of
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events is plotted. When the cut*off angle enters the region where the

detection probability is unity (i.e. the loss-free region), the

weighting procedure compensates exactly for the number of events cut

away, and the total weighted number reaches a plateau value.

The plateau will always exist, unless the cut-off exceeds the kinematical

limit for a given momentum.

Far the experiment, the cut-off value is chosen at that point where the

weighted number of events reaches its plateau value.

The weighted number of events as a function of the cut-off value for

the laboratory decay angle 6 is shown in fig. 3.4 for the sample of

S -events. From this figure one observes that no clear plateau is present.

An explanation for this phenomenon is that the scan is done using

projections instead of the space angle, as has been mentioned before.

5 10

[degrees]

Fig. 3.4 The weighted number of iT-events as function
of the laboratory aut-off angle in space 6 .
The dashed line is to guide the eye. a
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Thus even for large space angles, there will always be decays that have

small projected decay angles. Consequently these decays are overlooked

quite easily. As cut-off value we have chosen finally » 8°

(cos 8 • 0.99), mostly inspired by the fact that an indication of a

plateau can be observed around this value (fig. 3.4).

The results of chapter 4,involving charged decays,have been obtained

with this method.

For £ "*" prc i this weighting method can be applied for low momenta

only; for any reasonable cut-off value, all high momentum events of this

decay mode are cut away completely due to the decay kinematics. If there-

fore looks extremely unrealistic to apply this method to the protonic

decay of the E .

3.5.2 Experimental Features

We will visualize the influence of the weighting methods, correcting for

small-angle losses by considering unweighted and weighted momentum

distributions, as well as the distribution of the cosine of the decay

angle in the £ rest-frame (the cos 6 distribution).

As has been mentioned before, the loss-free cos 6 distribution should

be flat.

In case of weighted distributions only the small-angle weight has been

applied.

Fig. 3.5 shows the momentum distribution for that sample of I -events

occuring in 4C production fits in two-prong and four-prong topologies.

The two-prong events, K p •*• ir E , manifest themselvec at the high end of

the momentum distribution.

Fig. 3.5a shows the momentum distribution for the raw data* without any

cut or weight applied, the shaded area of fig. 3.5a shows the same

distribution after application of the cut, while fig. 3.5b shows the

weighted momentum distribution. Close comparison of these figures shows

that the weight is most important for high momenta. This is seen ex-

plicitly in fig. 3*6, where the weight is displayed as a function of

I -momentum.
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Fig. 3.7 illustrates the fact that these kind of straight cut weighting

methods can be applied to the protonic decay of the Z only in a very

restricted low momentum region. Going to large E -momenta, the weight

'explodes', all high E -momentum events being cut away completely.

The cos 6 distributions are shown in figs. 3.8. From these figures one

observes that the cut is active only in a limited (forward) region of

the cos 0 distribution (ref. 5 ) . One also observes that this simple

weighting method does not improve the isotropy of the cos 8

distribution. This is a general feature of these relatively simple

weighting methods, that use a straight cut. Since the angular distribu-

tions in the E rest-frame and in the laboratory system are strongly

correlated, it is impossible to repopulate parts of the cos 8

distribution, that have been cut away by the cos 0-eut. Therefore these

kind of weighting methods only correct the number or events, they do

not correct the shape of the distribution* (Note that the presence of

a slight 'hole' around cos 6 = O.is due to the problems that have been

treated in chapter 2.)

3.6 Snail-Angle Weight, Cut on the Projected Laboratory Decay Angle

The correction method, described in section 3.5 can be generalized for

the case of projected laboratory decay angles.(See for example refs.

4, 6, II.) This looks more realistic, since the scan is done using the

projections (the views) of the event.

Two different ways of projection are possible: the conical projection as

done in reality by the cameras,or a simple straight projection on the

xy-plane, defined as the plane parallel to the camera plane. Since the ,

two projection methods yield results that differ only to the second

order of the angle between the z-direction and the camera direction at

the vertex point, we finally have chosen the simple straight projection

on the xy-plane.

Again due to the decay kinematics it is somewhat unsatisfactory to use

this correction method for the protonic decay of the E .



- 1 0 -0.5

cosS*

Fig. 3.8 Distribution of the cosine of the decay angle
in the £ rest-frame for the sample of TT-events,
a) raw data and, indicated by the shaded area3

after application of the cut-off 6C = 8°,
b) weightedTin-th W~.
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3.6.1 Determination of the Projected CuC-Off Angle

The determination of the cut-off value has been carried out using the

plateau method as described in section 3.5.1. The weighted number of

events as a function of the cut-off angle ty is displayed in fig. 3.9

for the E -sample. One clearly observes the presence of a plateau,

As cut-off value for the projected angle we have chosen 5.5 degrees.
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Fig. 3.9 The weighted number of f-events as function of the projected
laboratory cut-off angle iji . The drawn line is to guide the eye.

c

3.6.2 Experimental Features

For this weighting method we show the analogous figures as shown in

section 3.5.2. Fig. 3.10 shows for the E~-sample the influence of the
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1.0 2.0 3.0

PE- [GeV/c]

Fig. 3.10 Momentum distribution for the sample of lT-events t

a) raw data and, indicated by the shaded ca>ea3 after
application of the cut-off IJJ = 5.5°,

. ., b) weighted with W., ' as described in section 3.6.
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weighting procedure with regard to the momentum distribution. Considering

the momentum dependence of this weight W., as displayed in fig. 3.11,

we notice that the momentum dependence does not show the simple

characteristic of fig. 3.6.

4 0 -

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0 - -<

0.0 1,0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

PE- [GeV/e]

Fig 3.11 The weight W, as function of the
TT-wom^ntvm ™fov the sample of
Z~-event8.

fov the sample of

This could be expected, since the weight takes into account the projected
decay angle, which is not a simple function of the -̂momentum. From
fig. 3.12 we observe that this weighting procedure is much more success-
ful in restoring the isotropy of the cos 0 distribution.
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-1.0 -0.5

cosV

fig. 3.12 Distvibution of the cosine of the_ decay angle in the
Z vest-frame for the sample of t~-events3

a) vaw data and3 indicated by the shaded area, after
application of the cut-off tyQ = 5.5°,

b) weighted with W, .
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This is due to the fact that the correlation between the cos 6

distribution and the projected decay angle distribution in the laboratory

system is much smaller than the equivalent correlation between cos 9 and

cos 0, mentioned in section 3.5,2.

Fig. 3.13 finally shows the weight as a function of the projected decay

angle i|>. As expected we observe an increase of the weight for small

projected decay angles.

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0 -

0.0 -
0.0 to 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

[DEGREES]

Fig. 3.13 The weight W. as function of the projected
laboratory decay angle j ^ for the sample of
TT-eventa.
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3.7 Snail-Angle Weight, Efficiency Function

Using one of the two previously described correction methods for small-

angle losses, one applies a straight cut: all events having a configura-

tion such that the appropriate angle falls below the cut-off value,are

rigorously thrown away. These methods are valid if one assumes that the

detection efficiency is unity for values above the cut-off value and

unknown below the cut-off.

A major drawback of these methods is that one cuts away precious events.

For the protonic decay of the £ cutting becomes dramatic. It turns out

that the cut-off angle required for this decay mode is so large that

most of the data is discarded, especially at high momenta where all data

is discarded. Consequently if one wants to use this decay mode of the

sigma, one must find a better method. (Of course one can use the

unweighted sample of £ -* pir° events, if the quantity that has to be

determined, is not influenced by the small-angle losses.)

A correction method that can be used for all decay modes is the one

using -i. parametrised efficiency function for the region where the

detection efficiency is no longer 1 (see for example refs. 7, 10, 12).

The advantage of a weighting method using an efficiency function is

twofold. Firstly one uses all events, because no cut is made-

Secondly the average weight is lower compared to the methods using a

straight cut; consequently one is less sensitive to statistical

fluctuations that can be caused by relatively high weights.

A disadvantage of the method is that the shape of the efficiency function

is rather arbitrary. The final results are influenced by the choice of

this function and may strongly depend on the choice of the efficiency

function, about which no a priori predictions can be made. We therefore

did not apply this method.



3.8 Suimzvy and Conclusions

- Length weight

The weighting method it? >*f $ correcting for losses due to short decay

lengths and for decays ..tside the illuminated region of the chamber',

offers no severe problems. It is a simple method requiring no

complicated procedures or computations. As far as the short cut-off

length is concerned, the choice of 3.5 ran for this parameter seeras to

be justified.

- Small-angle weight

Three methods correcting for losses due to small decay angles have been

mentioned:

1) A method using a cut on the laboratory decay angle in space.

2) A method using a cut on the projected laboratory decay angle.

3) A method using an efficiency function.

Method 1) is without doubt the simplest method. However the determination

of the cut-off parameter is not unambiguous and the isotropy of the

cos S distribution is not reproduced.

Method 2) is more realistic since it uses the angle that is observed

when doing the scan. The method is also relatively simple and does not

involve complicated computations. The results of this correction method

are well demonstrated considering the:treatment of the cos 9 distribu-

tion of the £ -events Cfig- 3.12).

Method 2) has been utilized for the higher statistics analysis, not

described in this thesis.

Method 3) should combine the advantages of 2 ) , using the projected angle,

with the fact that no precious events are cut away. The choice of the

efficiency function however can bring along problems. The severeness

of these problems is hard to estimate.
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Methods 1) and 2) have been treated experimentally. Table 3.1 summarizes

the main results of these methods. From this table one observes that the

weighted number of events, resulting from method I) is somewhat lowejr

than the weighted number resulting from method 2). This might indicate

a slight underestimation of the small-angle losses when using method 1).

Summarizing we conclude that with the exception of the protonic decay

of the E , method 2) should be preferred, being at the same time the

simplest and the most realistic correction method.

For the protonic decay of the £ , only method 3) can be applied

(see for example ref. 12). However, in the context of this thesis we did

not investigate this method in detail.
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Abstract: A bubble-chamber study is presented of a 10 events/jib experiment using K~ mesons of
4.2SGeV/c incident momentum, Differential and total cross sections are determined for 7 dif-
ferent reactions: K ~ p - K ° n ( l a ) , - f f ° A ( l b ) . - T i A ( l c ) , - n ' A ( I d ) . - * T r ' S U e ) , - t r + E ~ ( 10,
K+ z~ (lg). The experimental characteristics in do/dr of each reaction are described: (la)
shows a icvelling off at t = 0 (GeV/c)2, a break at t - - 0 . 6 (GeV/c)2 and no backward events,
(1 b) da id! has a smooth behaviour and a measurable backward component with an indica-
tion of a dip at u = -0 .2 (GeV/c)2, ( l c ) do/df shows a dip in the region between t «» - 0 , 2
and -0.4 (GeV/c)2. (Id) do/d/ has a smooth behaviour; neither this reaction nor the pre-
ceding one shows a clear evidence for backward events, ( l e ) do/df has a break at t = - 0 . 5
(GeV/c)2; there is a significant cross section in the backward region; 0 0 and <lg) show
muinly backward production. The polarization of the hyperon is measured in the reactions
(lb), ( lc) , (Id) and ( le) in the forward production peak. The statistics do not allow the
detection of a definite structure in the polarization but the sign and magnitude are determined.
An interpretation of the results is given in terms of a dual Regge model, including the ef-
fects of absorption as elaborated recently by several authors.

1. Introduction

In this paper we present the results of an analysis of the following two-body
reactions:

K-p->K°
K~p-*7T°i
K-p^T?A
K7p-+V'j
K-p-rr-
K-p-7T+

K"p-K+

n, (la)
V (lb)
, (lc)
V (Id)
2+ , (le)
2 - , (10
="• dg)

* This investigation is supported by the joint research programs of FOM and ZWO.
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The reactions are studied in an exposure of approximately IOevents//ib of the CERN
2 m HBC using electrostatically separated K~ mesons of 4.25 GeV/c. j

The experimental results include measurements of the total and differential cross
sections and where possible the measurement of the polarization of the final state
baryon.

In all reactions listed above, the baryons and mesons are members of respectively
the y+ octet and the O~ nonet, Various attempts have been made to perform a
Regge analysis of the peripheral peaks of such reactions using SU (3) to relate the
residues. A quantitative fit of the data with such a Regge model always requires some
rather speculative assumptions on the /-dependence of the residues and on the
presence of daughter trajectories. Recently several papers have been published in
which the data are approached from a more qualitative point of view, leading to an
understanding of some of the characteristic features of two-body reactions (1 -4) .
We will consider the consequences of such an approach for the understanding of
our data.

2. Experimental

The results presented in this paper come from a fully analyzed sample of 18000;;
pictures obtained in three different exposures of the CERN 2 m HBC to an elect'
statically separated K~ meson beam of 4.25 ± 0.04 GeV/c incident momentum.
The path length of this sample corresponds to approximately 10 events/Mb. The
data collection has been done in the standard way. Events were found by performing
two scans, giving an average statistical scanning loss of less than 1%. Apart from a
small fraction of events measured on the HPD in Amsterdam, all events were mea-
sured on conventional measuring devices. They were subsequently processed by the
CERN program chain THRESH-GRIND-SLICE. In the kinematic fitting program
GRIND the treatment of £ ' decays was slightly modified, resulting in an appre-
ciably lower rejection rate.

For each event a weight has been calculated that corrects for:
(a) decays occurring outside the illuminated region of the chamber;
(b) events eliminated from the sample because of a projected distance between

production and decay point of less than 3;5mm (both for V° and V* decays);
(c) scan losses that occur for small angle decays of charged V's (a minimum

decay angle of 8° in the lab was required for 5) (it) d^ssys. The weight for S + (p)
decays was determined by normalization to the 2+(w+) decays);

(d) losses that may occur when one of the charged particles in the V° decay has
a low momentum and accordingly has a small range in the bubble chamber. (A min-
imum length of 1.5 cm was required for both positive and negative particles.)

All cross sections are normalized to the number of r-decays found within the
fiducial volume. The total cross section at 4.25 GeV/c calculated in this way is
25.8 ± 1.0 mb, which is in good agreement with the accepted value of 25.5 ± 0.2 mb
[5] and with an independent determination in part of this experiment;
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o = 25.0 ± 0.7 nib (rcf. 15J). All cross-section values presented in table I are cor*
rectcd for the above mentioned scan and decay losses, as well as for unseen decay
modes. When necessray the branching ratios given by the Particle Data Group are
used [6]. The cross section for reaction (le) wa& determined from the 2?(n*) decay
only.

Table 1.
Survey of number of events and total cross sections of the reactions studied.

Reaction

K"p -K°n

K p-*jt A

K~p - t]A

K~p-T>'A

K-p-^n-S*

K"p-*»*£-

K-p-.K+
2-

Decay mode

T]—neutrals

+ - o ,
TJ-*IT n rr ly

+ -

+ -

TJ'-*IT « 7

tj'—neutrals

Weighted
number
of events

740

357

90

39

23

77

noi meas.

54

75

529

75

79

Average
weight

1.10

1.08

1.07

1.07

1.07

1.07

1.07

1.07

1.6

1.3

1.2

Partial
cross
section
(Mb)

18.8*3.0

8.4*1.7

16.8*2-5 >

3.2*0.4 J
11.8*3.1

15.7*5.1

Branching
fractions

0.69*0.06

0.31*0.06

0.63*0.08
incl. rj n°n°

0.22*0.06

0.15*0.08

cross
section
(Mb)

236*15

78*5

27.2t3.5

52.7±7.0

120.0*10.0

9.0*1.5

13.2*2.7

The weight comprises the effects of scanning criteria and fiducial volume, the number of events
of ieaction ( le ) given in this table and in tabies 2 and 3 refer to the »r+ decay rriode o f ihe £ +

only. The sample of the A-events is slightly smaller than the one for the other reactions.

3. Results

3.1. K°N

Our sample of K°N events consists of all events withMM2 < 1.2(GeV/c2)2.
This results in a total number of 681 events, from which a total cross-sectibh is
calculated of 236 ± 15 /ib. The differential cross section is shown in fig. 1. The
numerical values are found in table 2.
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1000

30
-t(GeV/c)'

Fig. I. Differential cross section for the reaction K~p -• K°n. The cross section is corrected for
unseen decay modes of the K°

Table 2
Differential cross section in the forward region for reaction (la), (lb), (lc), (Id), (lc).

-/(GeV/c)2 Weighted number
of events dr

0.0 - O J 0 5

0.05-o.itr
0.10 - 0.15
0.15 - 020
0.2 - 0 . 3
0.3 --P.4I
0.4 - 0 ^
0i5 ^0i6

80.2
73.9
78.6
79.8

112.3
72.8
49.2
29.8

518 ±56
476 ± 55
508 ± 56
516 ±57
364 ± 34
235 ± 28
159 ±23
96.5±17JO
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Table 2 (continued).

K°n

-f(GeV/c)* Weighted number
of events or

0.6 - 0.7
0.7 - 0.8
0.8 - 0.9
0.9 - 1.0
1.0 - 1.2
1.2 -
1.4
1.6 -
1.8 - 2.0
2.0 - 2.4
2.4 - 3.4
3.4 -t

1.4
l.b
1.8

max

K~p-»r A

19.4
18,2
13.9
11.6
23.4
17.1
11.9
19.9
9.6
8.9
6.6
3.3

62.9
59.0
45.Q
37.6
38.0
27.6
19.2
32.2
15.5
7.2
2.0
0.7

±

±

±

±
+

*

±

*

±

4

14.5
13.8
12.0
10.7
8.4
6.9
6.0
7.5
5.2
2.4
0.7
0.5

-r[(GcV/c)2| Weighted number
of events

p (
df

0.01
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
2.0

-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.7
-0.9
- 1.1
- 1.3
-2.0
-3.0

73
56
41
35
31
28
24
25.5
13.7
8.2
5.7

13.0
3.1

245
225
165
142
63
58
49

25.9
14;0
8.3
5.7
3.8
0.6

±

±

t
±

±
±

i
±

35
28
27
24
12
13
10
7.0
5.1
4.0
3.0
1.3
0,34

-?[(GcV/c)2) Weighted number
of events

0.014
0.02
0.06
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.3
0.4

-0.02
-0.06
-0.10
-0.15
-0.20
-0.30
-0.4
-0.5

73.4
81.5
60.S
72.1
20.5
53.2
25.6
13.5

490*77
463 ± 66
334 ±54
326F47
93 + 25

12O?±2O
5|t±14

30.6 ± 9.7
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K " p - n ~ £ +

Table 2 (continued).

Weighted number
of events

0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
2.0

- 0 . 7
- 0 . 9
- 1.1
- 1 . 3
- 2 . 0
- 3 . 0

25.4
10.0
8.6

11.0
18.0
9.7

28.8 * 7.0
11.3* 3.6
9.7 ± 3.7

12.4 ± 3.9
5.8 ± 1.5
2.2 ± 0.8

K~p-*TjA

-/((GeV/c)2 Weighted number
of events

do
-
at

0.0 - 0.2
0.2 - 0.5
0 . 5 - }.O
1.0 - 1.5

81
2.0

15.5
8.8
8.4

85.5 ± 12.0
2.0 ± 2.0
7.8 ± 4.0
4.4 ± J.5
0.4 ± 0.2

-/|(GeV/c)2) Weighted number
of events at

0.045
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0
>1.5

- 0 . 1
- 0 . 2
- 6 . 3
-0 ,5
- 1 . 0
-1 .5

24.4
30.9
16.9
19.3
8.6
6.3
8.6

200 ±51
139 ±34
72 ±22
44 ± 14

8± 3.5
5.5 ± 2.5
0.9 ± 0.5

We observe the following experimental characteristics:
(a) a levelling off of do/dr at r = 0 (GeV/c)2 suggesting a large contribution of the

spin-flip amplitude to this process;
(b) a break in the experimental do/dr near t - - 0 .6 (GeV/c)2, in striking con-

trast with available data on the line reversed reaction: K+n -+ K°p, for which da/df
is structureless in the f-region from -̂ -0.1 to —1.0 (GeV/c)2 for incident momenta
aslow.as 2.0GeV/c(refs. [7 -11 | ) ;

(c) the suppression of backward production as expected from the exoticity of
the u-channel. Only three events jare^pBserye4s|etween r".- —3.4 (GeV/c)2
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and r = -3.8 (GeV/c)2. The backward hemisphere runs from / = - 3.4 to t = -6 .8

(GeV/c)2.
Taking into account the momentum dependence of the cross section both total and
differential cross section agree perfectly with the results obtained at 3.95 GeV/c 112|.

3.2. »r11 A

In fig. 2 the MM2 distribution to the A is shown for all A-events in the topology
O-prong V°. Apart from the it0 peak, structures may be observed at the position of
the T? and the T?'. The number of events in the rr° and TJ peaks has been determined
with a maximum likelihood method. A likelihood function was calculated using
events with a missing mass squared below 0.4 (GeV/c2)2. It was assumed that this
part of the distribution could be approximated by two Gaussian peaks for the n°
and i? respectively, superimposed on a flat background, mainly due to the process
K" p -> 7r°S°. The fraction of events to be attributed to n° and T? peak, as well as
the width and the central values of these peaks were free parameters in the maxi-
mum likelihood fit. The number of events obtained in this way as well as the corre-
sponding cross section is given in table 1. The differential cross sections, shown in
fig. 3a and fig. 4a tor low If I and low \u\ va'ues respectively and tabulated in table 2

T t —r T"T "t~"1—r T

150

o
O 100 x -02 -01 01 02 03 0«l 05

MM*{/\) '

35
MM(A) (Gev/c*)

Fig. 2. Missing mass squared distribution for the reaction K p -+ A X, where X stands for one
or more neutral particles. The insert shows the icgion of A n° and AT? on an enlarged scale.
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Table 3
Differential cross section in the backward region for reactions (lb), (le), (10, (lg).

K"p-w°A

-u[(GeV/c)2 Weighted number
of events

~[nb/(Ge\lc)2

au

1.5 - 3.25
1.1 - 1.5
0 . 9 - 1.1
0.7 - 0.9
0.5 - 0.7
0.3 - 0.5
0.1 - 0.3

-0.1 - 0 . 1

10.9
4.4
3.2
3.1
4.2
3.7
1.0
4.4

2.6 ± 0.9
3.6 ± 1.8
6.4 ± 3.8
6.2 ± 3.8
8.5 ± 4.4
7.5 ±4.1
2.1 ±2.1
8.9 ± 4.5

K p-+ n £

-u[(GeV/c)2] Weighted number
of events aw

2.6 - 3.0
2.2 - 2.6
1.8 - 2.2
1.4- 1.8
1.0- 1.4
0.6 - 1.0
0.2 - 0.6
0.0 - 0.2

-0.11-0.0

6.4
3.9
7.9
4.0
1.6
4.2
7.3
4.1
7.6

3.9 ± 1.7
2.2 ± 1.3
4.5 ± 1.7
2.2 ± 1.3
0.9 ± 0.9
2.3 ± 1.2
4.1 ± 1.7
4.6 ± 2.3

14.5 ± 5.5

-u[(GeV/c)2] Weighted number
of events

>3.0
1.7 - 3.0
0.7 - 1.7
0.3 - 0.7
0.1 - 0.3
0.1-0.1

4.8
8.4

25.2
10.8
14.4
15.6

0.2 ± 0.1
1.1 ±0.4
4.2 ± 0.9
4.5 ± 1.5

12.0 ±3.0
13.0 ±3.2
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Table 3 (continued).

2 Weighted number _.
-uKGeV/c)2! o f e v e m s ?[*ib/«teV/c)*l

d«

>3.0 10.7 0.36 ±0; 12
2.2 - 3.0 3.8 0.57 ± 0.33
1.4-2.2 1.4 0.21 ±0.21
1.0-1.4 2.7 0.80*0.57
0.6- 1.0 4.1 1.4 ±0.8
0.2-0.6 5.7 1.7 ±0.8
0.0-0.2 13.3 7.9 ±2.4

-0,11-0.0 33.0 37.3 ±7.5

and table 3, have been obtained applying the maximum likelihood method sepa-
rately to the events in each ^-interval. To determine the A-polarization, however,
we have simply used events in the lower half of the u0 peak, in this way reducing
the background.

The experimental data lead to the following observations:
(a) the differential cross section has a rather smooth behaviour down to mo-

mentum transfers t« -1.5 (GeV/c)2 ;
(b) there is a backward peak with a suggestion of a dip in da/d« near

u *= -0.2 (GeV/c)2, similarly to what has been found for the reaction K~n -*• n~ A
(refs. [13, 14]);

(c) the polarization * is on the average position in the region of momentum
transfers t between 0.01 and -1.5 (GeV/c)2.
These results confirm those obtained in other experiments, in particular those ob-
tained at 3.95 GeV/c for the same reaction [15,16] with the possible exception
of the dip at u « -0 .2 (GeV/c)2 in the da/du distribution.

3.3. TJA

The cross section for reaction (1c) has been determined for the neutral and
charged decay mode of the rj-meson separately. (For the neutral mode the likeli-
hood method described in the previous paragraph was used.) The cross sections
for the respective channels agree with the accepted branching ratio (see table 1),
while the da/df distributions are in perfect agreement. The differential cross
section shown in fig. 3c combines the data for both decay modes. The polarization
of the A has been determined for the charged decay mode of the rj only. Due to
the limited statistics the average polarization is given over a large ^-interval, which,

* The polarization has been calculated using Py = (3/ay) <cos ?> with a A = 0.645, a£+ = -0.995.
The sign convention is cos « = (2»j X B{/ \B{ X * f I) • (q/ 1*1), where B{ andBt are the initial
and tinal baryon momenta in the cm.s., and q is the proton momentum in the hyperon rest fram
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however, excludes the very forward region where the polarization is expected to
be zero (fig. 3c and table 4).

The most remarkable feature of the differential cross section is the known dip
at a momentum transfer /•* -0 .3 (GeV/c)^. In contrast with the reaction K""p-*A7r°
there is no indication of a backward peak above background; as an upper limit for
the cross section in the backward hemisphere we have determined 0.3 ± 0.3 £ib/(GeV/c)2.

3.4. TJ'A

Reaction (Id) has been observed for the following decay modes: rj' -* 7?c7r+7r~
(a); v -*• T7n7r+7r- (b);TJ' ~* n+ir-y (c); rj' -*• neutrals(d) (i?c and nn denote the
charged and neutral decay modes respectively of the 77-meson). The partial cross
sections for these decay modes are listed in table 1. The branching ratios for the
77' decay that follow from this are in agreement with the values given by the
Particle Data Group [6j. The total cross section given in table 1 is corrected for
unseen decay modes of the 1?'. The differential cross sections shown in fig. 3d and
table 3 have been determined from the decay modes (a) and (b), where the rj' is
practically free from background. The differential cross section appears to have
a smooth behaviour. In particular it does not have the striking dip observed in
reaction (1c). A similar observation has been made at 3.95 GeV/c (refs. [15, 16]).
Within the limited statistics the polarization appears to be positive for peripheral
production.

J.j. If 2*

For 2-decays appreciable scan losses occur when the decay angle in the lab is
small. In the case of the decay of a £ into a charged ?r and a neutron one may
easily correct for these losses with a weight, using the isotropy of the decay angle
in the Z-rest frame. For the decay 1/ -*• pw°, the decay angles are much smaller,
because of the small mass difference between 2 + and proton and therefore much
larger losses are to be expected. These 2 + (p) events would give rise to large scan-
weights; we therefore did not use them and consequently the differential cross
section is based only on the 2 + (tr+) events. The S + polarization, however, has to
be determined from the 2 + (p) events. No difficulties arise though since the scan
loss does not depend on the angle £ *

Our results are displayed in fig. 3b and fig. 4 for low If 1 and low \u\ values respec-
tively: Numerical values are given in tables 2,3 and 4.

We make the following observations:
(a) the differential cross section for reaction (le) is a factor of 2 larger at f=fmin

* See footnote on preceding page.
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Fig. 3. Differential cross section and polarization for the forward region of the reactions
K~p-» n°A, ir~E+, TJA, n'A. The cross sections have been corrected for the unseen decay
modes of both the baryon and the boson. The vertical bar in the figs. C3c) and (3d) around
3 (GeV/c) stands for the cross section up to the backward direction and is not situated at the
central /-value for that f-region.
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Table 4
Tabulated values of the polarization of the hyperon in the reactions (lb), (lc), (Id), (le).

K~p - TT°A

-/((GeV/c)J]

K~p- f f~£ +

Polarization -/((GeV/c)*] Polarization

0.01
0,05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
1.0

-0 .05
- 0 . 1
- 0 . 2
- 0 . 3
- 0 . 5
- 1.0
- 3 . 0

0.23 t 0.48
0.68 ±'0.57
0.05 ± 0.45
0.69 ± 0.76
0.42 ±0.70
0.99 ± 0.64
1.49 ±0.73

-0.014
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.30
0.60

-0 .05
- 0 . 1 0
-0 .15
- 0 . 3 0
- 0 . 6 0
- 1 . 2 0

-0.13*0.26
0.0 ±031

-0.56 * 0.35
-0.04 ± 0.28
-0.44 ± 0.33
-0.80 ± 0.43

K p-+7}A

-f[(GeV/c)2] Polarization

K~p-Tj'A

-r|(GeV/c)2l Polarization

0.0
0.13

-0 .13
-3 .28

-0.12 ±0.6
1.11 ±0.75

0.045
Q.075
0.16

- 0.075
- 0 . 1 6
-2 .95

0.38
0.85

-0.18

±0.71
±0.41
±0.36

than for reaction (lb). The slope, however, is steeper for low If I values in the tt- 2 +

reaction;
(b) there is a break in da/df at f •* -0.5 (GeV/c)2, in contrast with the da/df

reaction (1b);
(c) the polarization becomes negative at larger If I;
(d) there is a clear indication for backward production.

3.6. ir+2~

In contrast with all foregoing ones this reaction has no peripheral peak. A signifi-
cant backward peak is observed, however. The results are shown in fig. 4d and they
are tabulated in table 3.

3.7. K+ST

Our sarnple of K+2~ events is restricted to events with the A of the 2 ~ decay
seen in the bubble chamber. The weight for these events included the weight for
both S~ and A decays. As in 7r+2~ a peripheral peak is absent. Again a signifi-
cant peaking at small -liil is seen (table 3 and fig. 4c).
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Fig. 4. The differential cross section in the backward region for the reactions K~p «• 7r°A,
fr~S+, K¥s~, n+z~. Figs. 4a and b can be considered as the complement of figs. 3a and b.

4 . Interpretation of results

So far a satisfactory prescription for constructing the amplitudes for peripheral
production of the 0 ~ | + final state is still lacking. Although it is generally accepted
that such amplitudes should be obtained in the framework of a dual Regge model,
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it appears difficult to include the effect of absorption in such a way that the
predictions of the model are consistent with all presently available experimental
data. Nevertheless the regularities observed in the data (for example the apparent
constancy of thV'-values, where dips and breaks or cross-overs occur) suggest that
the understanding of these phenomena must be feasible in at least a qualitative
way. Indeed a phenomenological approach to the data has been quite successful
[ 1 - 4 ] . The following basic conclusions regarding the effect of absorption on the
different s-channel helicity amplitudes have been stated by Barger and Martin [2]:

(i) the helicity flip amplitudes are pure Regge, with little absorption;
(ii) the imaginary part of the helicity non-flip amplitude is strongly absorbed;

(iii) the real part of the helicity non-flip amplitude has the zero structure of the
pure Regge pole, indicating little absorption.

In this section we will consider the implications of these statements for the
reactions studied in this paper as well as for some of the corresponding'line reversed'
reactions. In particular we would like these statements to explain the characteristic
features of our data mentioned in sect. 3.

If strong p-A2 exchange degeneracy were satisfied for both the spin-flip and spin
non-flip amplitudes the two charge-exchange reactions K~p -*• K°n (la) and
K+n -* K°p should have equal cross sections for all t. At high momentum this pre-
diction seems experimentally verified [19]. However, at 4.25 GeV/c, the momentum
of our experiment, and also at lower momenta, this equality is not valid. At these
lower momenta a break is observed in the differential cross section (la) at an approx-
imately constant f-value t * -0 .6 (GeV/c)2 - even down to incident momenta below
2 GeV/c [20] - which is strikingly absent in comparable data of the reaction K+n -»K°p.
A similar discrepancy is observed for the two'line reversed' reactions jr~p -• K°A
(ref. [17]) and K~p -* 7r°A. It seems difficult to bring this experimental fact - which
implies the difference between the cross sections of the line reversed reactions to be
largest at t «* —0.6 (GeV/c)2 — in agreement with the assumptions of Barger and
Martin mentioned in the beginning of the section. According to their prescriptions
only the imaginary part of the non-flip amplitude is affected by absorption. Thus

^ -K° P ) -• j£(K-p-K°n)« l/£+" |2 _ ! / * > ,2 %

where/J^n arid/&~P may be written as

^ - C( f) e5 * , /* rP = Fjp» - C (') ea * .

The capital F"s represent the unabsorbed pure-exchange degenerate amplitudes.
Thus F^*" is real and Fj^~P has a rotating phase t~iva.

As a consequence the difference (2) would be proportional to sin rra ('), but for
a small /-dependent term, in disagreement with the experimental data. Another
problem arises from the fact that the two KN charge-exchange cross sections become
equal at large s-values. if the difference between the two da/dt distributions is indeed
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due to the odd behaviour of the imaginary part of the amplitude lm/ + + , one has
conclude that lm/++ has a strongs-dependence. This would imply that the /-valu
where l m / ^ has its zero moves as a function of incident momentum, in contrast
to what is expected from a geometric optical picture of the absorption effects.

The reactions K"p-*7r+£~ and7r+p-+K+£+ [18] donotcontirm theobserva
made with respect to the reactions K+n -*• K°p and K~p -+ n°A and their Mine re
versed' counterparts. In both ^-reactions da/dt has a break at / ** -0.5 (GeV/c)2.
albeit that the change in slope for the 'real amplitude' process K~p -* ?r+Z ~ is less
The different behaviour of the A - and ^-reactions is possibly due to the differen
ratio of spin flip to spin non-flip amplitudes.

A rough estimate of a+ - the ratio F/(F + D) for the spin non-flip coupling -
may be obtained from relating the cross sections of reactions (1 b) and (1 e) at
r = 0(GeV/c)2(ref. [4]):

(da/d/)JL°0
A /(do/df) %~o

z+ = (2a+ + I)2 / 12 (2a+ - I)2 .

The experimental ratio: 0.50 ±0.12 corresponds with a+ = 1.2 ± 0.1 in reasonab
agreement with the value a+ = 1.0 suggested by Odorico et al. [21].

We now turn our attention to the differential cross sections of the reactions
K~p -*• TJA ( lc) and K~p -*• TJ'A (Id), see figs. 3c and d. Because of the small
mixing angle we consider 17 and 17' to be the SU (3) octet and singlet members
respectively of the O~ nonet. In that case the amplitude for reaction ( lc) will be
of the form T+3V(ref. [4]), with T and V denoting tensor and vector exchange
respectively, whereas tensor exchange is the only contributor to the amplitude
of reaction (1 d). It therefore has been suggested [3] that the above reactions mig
resemble the reactions 7r~p -> 7r°n and 7r~p -* TJ n, which should be pure vector ai
tensor exchange processes respectively. From this analogy one would expect reac
tion (lc) to have a dip in the differential cross section at the WSNZ point of the
K* trajectory, in contrast to reaction (Id) which should have a smooth behaviou.
indeed in agreement with the experimental data. Intuitively one would expect th
dip in reaction (lc) to be filled up by the presence of tensor exchange and also b;
possible absorption effects. A success of the amplitude analysis of Barger and Ma
[2] is that their effective K* and K** non-flip amplitudes, nicely cancel at
/ = -0 .3 (GeV/c)2, leaving only a small non-zero part due to the K** contributic
of the flip amplitude.

We would like to point out that the assumption of unadorned exchange degen
eracv for the flip amplitudes implies that the behaviour of the polarization in
reactions ( lb ) and (le) is completely determined by the imaginary part of the no
flip amplitude. One must then conclude that the polarization observed in this ex-
periment - in agreement with the results of similar experiments in this energy
region [15, 16] - requires I Im K** - Im K* I to be non-zero for the whole t-
region considered. Because SU(3) predicts the amplitudes of reactions (1 b) and
(le) to have opposite sign, it follows immediately that also the polarization shou]
have opposite bign, as found in our data.
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Concerning the backward peaks, convincing evidence for anti-peripheral pro-
duction is seen in reactions(Ib),(le),(lf)and(lg). In reactions(1 f) and(lg)
where the /-channel quantum numbers are exotic, backward production appears
to be the only production mode allowed. Similarly in reaction (la) the absence of
a backward peak is explained by the exoticity of the quantum numbers in the u-
channel. These observations are well known to follow from the assumption that
baryon exchange is the responsible mechanism for backward production.

In reactions(1c) and (Id) the u-channel quantum numbers are not exotic. Never-
theless backward production is strikingly absent here (see table 2). Since the u- •
channel is a pure / = \ state, a small value of the coupling constants NNT? and NNTJ'

might be the explanation. For a pure octet 77, SU(3) predicts a ratio of the coupling
constants: «NNT,/*NN»T

 = 5(4a-I)2 ,where a = F/(F + D), is assumed to have a
value a * 0.4 approximately *. This value would indeed suppress g^fjn

 w* tn

respect to gN S i r .
In reaction (1 b) the M-channel is also in a pure / = \ state. If Na exchange is

dominant one might expect a dip at u « —0.2 (GeV/c)2 which is the WSNZ point
for the N a trajectory. An indication for such a dip is indeed observed in analogous
reactions [13, 14]. Our data seem to confirm this.

In reaction (le) only / = § exchange is allowed in the M-channel, while in reaction
(10 both / = \ and/ = § exchange may occur. Experimentally the n+Z~ u-distri-
bution is more sharply peaked than the ff~E+ distribution at small In I, in agreement
with the results at 3.95 GeV/c (refs. [ 15, 16]). If only / = f- exchange would be
allowed, as a result of the assumption of a negligible small coupling constant £ K N £ .
the two u-distributions for reactions (le) and (1 f) would have the same shape, while
the ratio of the cross sections would be 3 : 1. The larger cross section observed for
reaction (1 f) at u == 0 (GeV/c)2 as well as the different shape of its u-distribution,
suggests that l - \ exchange contributes significantly.

S. Conclusions

The data presented in this paper add to the experimental information on
medium high-energy charge- and hypercharge-exchange reactions and corroborate
these results in terms of the position of dips, breaks and shapes of da/dt curves,
as well as the behaviour of the polarization. Emphasis is laid upon the significant
pattern differences of da/dt distributions for pairs of line-reversed reactions. The
amplitude analysis of Barger and Martin, which attributes the deviations from a
pure Regge-pole dual model, mainly to absorption in the imaginary parts of the
helicity non-flip amplitudes applied to our data is consistent with many of our
experimental data but fails to explain all details for instance the break in the slope
of the K°n angular distribution. It is not possible to understand this difference

* The a-valuc 0.4 is from ref. (22).
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from the assumption that only the imaginary part of the non-flip amplitude de-

viates from an exchange degenerate Regge amplitude (2J.

We are indebted to the operating crews of the CERN proton synchroton and
2m CERN hydrogen bubble chamber and the constructors of the m6 beam. We
appreciate the constant efforts of our scanning, measuring and computer staff. In
collecting the data assistance was received from P.A.J. van Deurzen, D. Gosman,
S. Lange, Q.L.R.M. Merkies, S.W. Schrader and Miss E. de Wolf. We thank
C. Michael for helpful discussions.
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Addendum to Chapter 4

This chapter contains a paper that has been published some time ago.

Since that time the statistical level of the experiment has steadily

grown; it is now ^ 65 events/ub.

For most final states, treated in this chapter, new high statistics data

have been presented recently .

We will indicate here some of the outstanding features of these new data.

As a general comment we may say that these high statistics data enable

to choose a much narrower binning than before, which makes it possible

to reveal structures in the distributions that previously were not seen

as clearly or even remained unseen. This especially applies to the

determination of the polarization.

Fig. 4.1 shows the differential cross-section for the reactions

K~p •+ TT°A (a), ->- K°n (b), + r)A

We make the following remarks:

K~p •+ TT°A (a), ->- K°n (b), + r)A (c) and -> n'A (d).

1) The differential cross-section for the reaction K p + K°n (fig. 4.1b)

shows a formerly unobserved structure at t' « -1.0(GeV/c)2.

2) The differential cross-section for the reaction K p •+ r|A (fig. 4.1c)

exhibit'z a pronounced structure in the forward scattering region

(-t' < 1.0 (GeV/c)2).

3) All three reactions K p + t A, + r|A, -*• ri'A show a significant back-

ward peak (-t1 > 5.0(GeV/c)2 or -u' < 2.0(GeV/c)2), which appears

much more clearly than in the previous paper.

4) The backward peak for K p + ir°A (fig. 4.1a) now shows a clear dip at

u «- -0.2(GeV/c)2 (-t1 = 6.5(GeV/c)2), which is usually associated

Contributions of the Amsterdam-CERN-Nijmegen-Oxford Collaboration to
the International Conference on High Energy Physics, Palermo (Italy)
23-28 June 1975.
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10 20 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

-f(GeV/cr

Fig. 4.1 Differential cross-section for the reactions K~p •* ir°A
•*• fn (b), * n̂ A (c)i •* n'A.
For Cc-' only the charged decay mode of the r)t denoted by
has been used.
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with the Wrong Signature Nonsense Zero of the N -trajectory at this
point .

Fig. 4.2 shows the A-polarization for the reactions K p + TT°A (a),

+ nA (b), + n'A (c).

From this figure we observe that in particular the A-polarization in

the reaction K p + ir°A (fig. 4.2a) is measured to be significantly

different from zero throughout most of the available t-range.

Q

3
2

a.

A - POLARIZATION IN

a K~p —

b K"p

c K"p—-T)1 A

Q\-

-1

b.

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6
.2- t (GeV/c)

Fig. 4.2 k-polcopization in the reactions K p •*• IT A (a)a •* r\ A (b)3
+ TIU (a).

See for example: J.J.J.Kokkedee, 'Dip Mechanisms in Regge Theory',
University of Nijmegen, 1970.
P.D.B.Collins,'Regge Theory and Physics', Physics Reports 1C(1971)103.



Chapter 5

DUAL DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTIONS

K~p - F + T T , K~p - T*T\"-n° AT 4.2 GeV/c INCIDENT MOMENTUM

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter Veneziano type models will be considered, describing the

reactions:

K~p •+• I+TT (5. 1)

K~P •+ r+TT~TT° ( 5 . 2 )

Since the publication of the original paper of G.Veneziano (ref. 1)

a great amount of l i t e r a tu r e has been published on Veneziano type

models and, more generally, on dual models. A popular introduction to

the model is given by G.Veneziano in Physics Today (ref. 2) . In

reference 3 we have l i s t ed some more publications containing information

on this subject.

Originally the model was developed to describe interact ions leading to

two-body final s t a t e s , using a dual four-point function B4 (ref. 1).

This function, being Eulers Beta-function (ref. 4 ) , represents the

reaction amplitude.

This formalism wi l l be used to describe reaction (5.1) .

Later on Bardakci and Ruegg have generalized this model in order to

describe three-body final s tates (ref. 5) . They generalized the four-

pount function Bi» to a five-point function B5.

The f i r s t applications of the Bs-function concern the reactions

K p + AUTT (ref. 6) and the reaction K p + K i p (ref. 7) .

Using the function B_ we will give a description of react ion (5 .2) ,

which sofar has not been analyzed in th i s way.
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As usual in this kind of work cartain assumptions and approximations

haye to be made.

One of the approximations is the nsglect of the spins of the particles

involved.

5.2 The Reaction K~p •*• S"V"

5.2.1 Notation

The particles involved in reaction (5.1) are labelled according to the

following conventions

K p + IF E is denoted as }
\ (5.3)

4 3 + 1 2 )

The Lorentz-invariant variables s, t , u are defined as

s = (p3 + p^)2

t - (PX - P O 2 (5.4)
u = (Pi - P3>2

w'.iere p. is the four-momentum of particle i

5.2.2 The Veneziano Amplitude for K p •+• £ TT

The Veneziano amplitude for reaction (5.1) is given by:

A I = 0 = c(l-aK*(t), H* A(s)) - C(l-aK*(t), 3 / 2 - Q & ( U ) )

(5,5)

A I = 1 = c(l-aK*(t), 3/2-oz(s)) -

C(3/2-aE(s), 3/2-aA(u)) (5.6)

where G(x, y) = (x+y -I) B(x,y)
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and B(x, y) is Eulers Beta-function,

I denotes the isospin in the s-channel.

The three terms of'formulae (5,5) and (5.6) correspond to the u-.a-

of fig. 5.1. These three diagrams are the cyclically non equivalent

permutations of the external lines of reaction (5,1). In fig. 5.1 the

Regge trajectories that play a role in s-, t- and u-channel are

indicated symbolically by their leading pole i.e. the resonance (on the

Regge trajectory)with the lowest spin value. The exchange degenerate
it Ittc A A is

K -K trajectories are denoted by K , where K stands for the K (890)

resonance and K for the X (1420) resonance.

We make the following remarks:

1) a * etc. denote the exchanged Regge trajectories. In the t- and

u-channel the trajectories are real and have all the same slope.

Above treshold an imaginary part is introduced in order to ensure

finite width resonances.

The'Regge trajectories are taken in the linear form:
a(t) = cto • 0.9 t

ot(s) = a + a's + Im ao

(5.7)

The formula for a(u) reads the same as the one for a(t), replacing

t by u.

s—-AX

Fig. 5.1 Veneziano diagrams for the reaction K p -* I. n
st-tevm (a)s ut-term (b)t su-tevm ic)•
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The intercepts c*o and the slopes a' are determined using the tables

of Che Particle Data Group (ref. 8).

The connection between the imaginary parts of the Regge trajectories

Im a and the total widths of the resonances I*tot, is given by:

with M ; the mass of the resonanceres

The imaginary papts are parametrized as ladder functions (ref, 9),

making use of equation (5.8) and known total tescr.ance widths

(ref. 8).

As an example we show in fig, 5.2 the real part of the I • I hyperon

trajectories. At the resonance positions the real part is equal to

the spin-value of the resonance involved.

2) Since the s-channel can be either I • 0 or X •> 1 two possible

trajectories, denoted by a. and cu, respectively, can be chosen.

3) The st- and ut-diagrams are connected by line reversal (ref. 10).

Their relative sign is determined by the signature of the K -

trajectory.
* **

4) If one supposes strong exchange degeneracy between K and K

trajectories, one cannot take the difference of the st- and ut-terms

unless one changes their relative weight (see for example ref. II).

Theoretically no prescription is available for the choice of the

relative weight. We shall only consider the extreme cases i.e.

either omitting the st-term or omitting the ut-term.

If we apply the Harari-Rosner rules (ref. 12), aj has been done in

ref. 13, the st-term drops out, since it corresponds to a non-planar

quark diagram i.e. a quark diagram in which quark-lines cross.

This is shown in fig. 5.3 where the three quark diagrams, correspond-

ing to the st-term, ut-term and su-term respectively, are displayed.



Fig. 5.2 rj=l hyperon Regge trajectories in the Chew-Frautsehi plot. A vertical error-bar means that
the spin value is favoured but not yet established.
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5) Formulae (5.5) and (5.6) assure the correct Regge behaviour:

s otlim A •* ( ) meson

s •*• «>

t fixed

lira A a (—) mesons0
u •+ - » (5.9)
t fixed

Urn A « (—)0tBaryon~ '
SQ

S "** C D

u fixed

with so: some arbitrary scaling factor

The freedom of the model mainly consists of the fact that one can mix the

1 = 0 and 1 = 1 contributions. Also one can choose several Regge

trajectories within each diagram and sum all diagrams, each diagram

having a weight that is to be determined by comparison with the

experimental data.

TC"

U—J (
n —*—' V - * _ x

t
-*—P

Fig. 5.3 Quark diagrams for K~p •*• Z iT corresponding to the
st-term (a), ut~term (b)3 su-term (a).
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Our aim will be to make the model simple, keeping the number of parameters

as low as possible. The simplest model is to choose either the highest

trajectory for I • 0, or the highest trajectory for I = I,since the highest

trajectory in the Chew-Frautschi plot (ref. JO) is assumed to represent

the dominant exchange. In this case the only parameter that is left free

is the overall normalization factor, which is fixed by normalizing the

predicted distribution to the total number of events of the experimental

distribution.

5.2.3 Comparison with the Experimental Data

The calculations that were necessary to compare the model with the

experimental data were performed using the Monte-Carlo programme FOWL

(ref. 14). Sufficient statistics were accumulated to give reasonably

smooth distributions. The experimental data are the same as in chapter 4.

The curves shown in the figures have been smoothed by hand from the

computer output. We wish to emphasize that our aim is only a global

description of the data.

Keeping the energy fixed, the only experimental distribution of reaction

(5.1), that-can serve as a test for the Veneziano amplitude is the

differential cross-section. We have refrained from trying to incorporate

the baryon-spins, as has been attempted in refs. 13 and 15. Hence our

model cannot predict the polarization of the I .

In figs- 5,4a, 5.4b, we only show the very forward part of the differen-

tial cross-section, being the most significant part of the distribution

to test the model:: Note, however, that the predicted curves are normalized

to -the total number of events for all t.

In fig. 5.4a the dashed-dotted and the dashed curve show the results for

A arid A respectively, obtained for the non-exchange degenerate K -

trajectory. The disagreement between these predicted curves and the
* **

experimental data justifies the hypothesis of strong K -K exchange

degeneracy. In what follows only curves obtained with this hypothesis

will be discussed.
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-t(GeV/c)2 -t(GeV/c)

E tfFig. 5.4 Forward peak of the differential cross-section for K p -*• E tf .
The curves represent the prediction of the Veneziano amplitude as explained
in the text.
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In fig. 5.4a the solid curve represents the prediction of A omitting

the st-term, applying Harari-Rosner rules. The dotted curve shows the

analogous prediction for A " .

In fig. 5.4b we show the results in case one drops the ut-term in stead

of the st-terra which is against the Kar.iri-Rosnar rules. Again the solid

curve corresponds to A and the dotted curve to A

In addition to the forward peak we have also considered the backward

peak. Note that the predicted size of forward and backward peak is

determined simultaneously by the normalization to the total number of

events.

The results are shown in fig. 5.5a and 5.5b. The two curves in fig. 5.5a

correspond to A and A , omitting the st~term, whereas in fig. 5.5b

the analogous curves are shown, now dropping the ut-term.

* **
From figs. 5.4a and 5.4b we conclude that, assuming strong K - K

degeneracy, the forward peak is well described by the considered
1=1Veneziano-amplitudes except for A when dropping the ut-terra.

As concerns the predictions for the backward peak, displayed in figs.

5.5a and 5.5b, we notice that in all cases the size is correctly given

by the model. However, considering the shape of the backward peak,one

might prefer the amplitudes (5.5) and (5.6), in which the ut-term has

been dropped. In view of the statistics of the experimental data,this

preference, which contradicts Harari-Rosner rules, is not conclusive.

Summarizing we have the following:

a) assuming strong K - K exchange degeneracy, and applying the

Har&ri-Rosner rules (dropping the st-term), both A and A are

compatible with the data, except possibly for the shape of the

backward peak,

b) assuming strong K - K exchange degeneracy, and retaining the

st-term (now omitting the ut-term) a unique choice, A , can be

made, the shape of the forward peak being in disagreement with the

predictions for A
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Fig. 5.5 Backward peak of the differential cross-seation for K p •*• I -n .
The curves represent the prediction of the Veneziano amplitude
as explained in the text.
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5.3 The Reaction K~p

5.3.1 Notation

The particles involved in reaction (5.2) are labelled according to the

following convention:

K p ••• 71 ir Z is denoted as
(5.10)

54 -*• 1 2 3

The Lorentz invariant variables are denoted by

where p. is the four-momentum of particle i.

When convenient, the parameters s may be called t. In that case the +

sign in the above formula for s.. should be replaced by the - sign.

5.3.2 The Veneziano Model for K~p -*• Z -rr~ir°

Here again we should apply the rule that the full Veneziano amplitude

is given by the sum over all cyclically non-equivalent diagrams that

can be formed by permuting the particles involved.

In case of three outgoing particles this gives rise to 12 possible

diagrams.

They are shown in fig, 5.6 where all particles are taken outgoing.

The Regge trajectories playing a role are indicated symbolically,as

explained in section 5.2.2.

In the E p channel only exchange of the K -trajectory has been taken into

account, whereas as far as the quantum numbers are concerned also the

K-trajectory can be exchanged.

There are however several arguments that suggest the choice of only
* . • • ' " • . ' • • • "

K -exchange:

a) The coupling constant g*+_ o i s very small (ref. 16) and presumably

smaller than the effective coupling constant g2_+_ *.
* Z pK

Experimentally exchange of K is found to be dominant, compared to
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Tt"

Fig. 5.6 The 12 Veneziano diagrams of the reaction K p •*• E TT TT .

K-exchange in the reaction K p-»- Zp (ref. 17).

b) The K -trajectory is the highest lying trajectory in the Chew-

Frautschi plot. In B,.-amplitudes exchange of a trajectory starting

with a p-wave resonance (J=l) as leading pole, is known to yield

better results than a trajectory starting with a s-wave resonance

(J=0) (ref. 7).

At first sight our reaction seems to be not very well suited for the

B. approach since obviously there are no exotic channels (e.g. ref. 11).

This would allow all 12 diagrams to contribute.

A reduction is obtained, however, by assuming that the meson trajectories

are exchange degenerate, analogously to the situation in section 2.2.

A problem arises with the p-trajectory. Its even spin poles either

correspond to the A.-trajectory (p-A_ exchange degeneracy) or to the

f -trajectory (p-f exchange degeneracy). In general both possibilities

are allowed. In our case however, dealing with the IT IT -system,
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which has even G-parity and which contains no isospin zero component, A~

is forbidden by G-p^rity and £ by isospin.

In order to assure that the p-trajectory is incorporated in the model

as a non-degenerate trajectory, thus excluding A_ as well as f , we have

to take the p-trajectory with the appropriate signature. This implies

that the two diagrams, related by line reversal, that produce p, either

both contribute or both are absent.The exchanged trajectories should be

the same in both diagrams (rcf. !1),

We have verified that the sum of the two diagrams (4 + 12 or 5 + 8)

indeed gives p, no A» or f .whereas the difference gives A or f , not

p (the numbers refer to the Veneziano-diagrams of fig. 5.6).

Some diagrams in fig. 5.6 reduce to tree diagrams (e.g. ref. 5) for the

(multi) Regge-model, when taking s -+• <*>. Those (multi) Regge diagrams
K p

containing baryon exchange are neglected and likewise the corresponding

Veneziano diagrams. This applies to the diagrams 1, 2, 6 and 7. In order

to substantiate this approximation we apply a t-cut, |t „+] < 3.0(GeV/c) ,
pi

both in the model and the experimental data. In the rest of this chapter,

the term t-cut always refers to this t-variable.
As shown in appendix II, the number of combinations is then reduced to

four if one

a) assumes exchange degeneracy of the K -trajectory,

b) requires non-exchange degeneracy of the p-trajectory,

c) neglects baryon exchange in the sense just indicated,

d) allows any diagram to contribute, which is not excluded by a) or c).

The four combinations are:

I : (5 + 8 ) + 11 + 3

I I : (4 + 12) + 11 + 3
(5.12)

I I I : 9 + 1 1 + 3

IV : 10 + 1 1 + 3

Note that diagrams 5, 8, 9, 10 correspond to non-planar quark diagrams

(crossing quark lines).
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As an example of these non-planar quark diagrams we show in fig. 5.7a

the quark diagram of the Veneziano diagram 5, In fig. 5.7b we show the

quark diagram of the Veneziano diagram 3, as an example of the planar

diagrsms 3* 4* 11, 12*

Thus, according to Harari-Rosner rules, all possibilities except; II ate

excluded. Independently of these rules we will arrive at the same result.

Anticipating the comparison with the experimental data in section 5,3.3,

we only give the explicit form of II, which reads;

A = (4 + 12) + 11 + 3 (5.13)

with
f

(4+12) = Bm-12 Ki»B5(Aj*(ti5) ,/
I N

Kl2B5(A1.*(t25),AA(t35),V^
t:">'AA<tl-)'Ar,(sl2)) (5-l4)

K. Zi K u p J

(11) = BuKuB5(AK*(t25),Ap(t2H),AA(tm),Ayo(Si3),AA(t3s)) (ii.15)

( 3) = S3K3B5(AK*(t15),AA(t35),Ai:(S23),Ap(t2i,),AA(t1O) (5.16)

where for a trajectory P

,.) • J • ap(
s-•)

(5.17)

Lj) = i - V V
J = spin value of the leading pole (= Re a at the position of the

pole). .. .

Fig. 5.7 Quark diagrams corresponding to the Veneziano diagrams
5 (a) and 3 (b) of fig. 5.6.
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The factors K are kinematical factors for which we have taken for each

diagram the sum of its invariants s and t, as has been done in ref. 9.

The B.'s, «hich determine the relative strenght of the diagrams, and

the overall normalization are the only free parameters.

The 8^a are determined by comparison of the predicted curves with the

experimental data.

It should be stressed that within each diagram several Regge trajectories,

whose quantum numbers allow them to be exchanged, can contribute.

In practice the choice of trajectories is inspired by the experimental

data: production of a resonance leads to the choice of the corresponding

Regge trajectory. If the experimental data do not give a clear hint,

simply the highest trajectory is chosen, which has the appropriate

quantum numbers.

5.3.3 Comparison with the Experimental Data

Figs. 5.8a, b, c, show the experimental invariant mass spectra, without

and with the above mentioned t-cut. The data are the same as in ref. 17.

As can be seen the influence of the t-cut is not drastic, although for

the ir°E spectrum the t-cut makes the resonance signals perhaps more

distinct.

With the experimental data in mind we can further narrow down the possible

choices for the Veneziano amplitude. Possibilities III and IV are rejected,

since no p is produced in one of the diagrams, although there is clear

evidence for p-productipn in the experimental data. Experimentally

possibility I has-been rejected too, because diagrams (5 + 8) produce at

the same time p and Y -resonances. It has turned out to be impossible to

match the strength of the; production of p and Y -resonances at the same

time when using possibility I.

So we are left with possibility II.

Looking in more detail at the experimental distribution we observe the

production of the following resonances:



O25 050 O75 ^tOO 125 ? 150 175
M <Tt-Tt°) [GeV/c*] M (noi*) [QeV/c"]

Fig. 5.8 Invariant mass spectra of IT TT° fa^ ir"! ffê j TT°E (a) for the reaction K~p •*• Z+TJ~V°.
The shaded histograms' show the invariant mass spectra after application of the t-cut;
\t v+\ < 3.0(GeV/a)2.pi
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p(760) in ITTT0,

E,U385) and/or Y*°(14O5),A (1520),I (1670) in it~Z+,
Y (5.18)

E-(I385),Z (1670) and possibly recurrences of these

resonances in TT E

The most distinct resonances are at first sight p~(760), A°(I520), £+(1670).

Taking the production of these resonances into consideration, we may make

a more specific choice for the Regge trajectories in the amplitude :

A = (4 + 12) + 11 + 3 (5.19)

(4+12) = - as in section 5.3.2 - (5.20)

(11) = BniKuB5(..., Ar (s13), ...) +

, ..., AA (si3), ...) + (5.21)

Bii3KiiBs(..., , A (s ] 3), ...)

Y

( 3) = 33iK3B5( , A- (s23) ) +
*"6 (5.22)

e32K3BS(..., .... A- (823), ..., ...)

S
We make the following remarks:

1) The J-value of the leading pole of the Z -trajectory is taken to be

1/2 instead of 3/2.

This can be interpreted as follows. As Z (1670) is far more important
o +

in the ir Z -spectrum than Z.(1385), we may assume that the same holds

for their recurrences.

Comparison of the position of the peaks in the observed IT Z spectrum

with the Z trajectory as shown in fig. 5.2, suggests that the Z

trajectory appears degenerate, successive peaks being observed at

masses corresponding to spin values differing by one. This degeneracy

may occur between the E and E trajectories. In that case the leading

pole is 2(1190), which has spin 1/2.

2) The peak in the ir Z spectrum at <\» 1400 GeV may by partly Zg(1385)

and Y °(1405). Experimentally we cannot separate these two resonances.

'it

The arguments of B5 that are left open, are the same as indicated before
in section 5.3*2.
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In the model we have preferred the highest trajectory, being the

1,(1385).
° + +

3) We have lowered the A-intercept in the E K -channel, analogously to
what has been done by Chan et al. (ref. 7).

4) In the pTt°-channel exchange is possible of a nucieon trajectory (j5)

or a A -trajectory. The results show no significant dependence of

this choice. In the model we have inserted the p-trajectory, except

in diagram 4, where the A-trajectory is taken. In diagram 4 one has

to take the same trajectory in the p"ifo-chaimel as in the corresponding

channel of diagram 12 (the ptr -channel) because of the required non-

exchange degeneracy of the p-trajectory,as explained in section 5.3.2.

The relative contribution of the diagrams finally has been detertnired

roughly as:

(4+12) : (11) : (3) « 2 ; 1 : 2

In diagram 11 the ratio of the contributions due to the three trajectories

taken into account, is determined as:

E,(1385) : A (1520) : £,.(1660) » 1 : 1 : I

0 Qt 0

In diagram 3 we find:

S,(1385> : E (1670) w 1 : 8
o y

The values of the various g's, as obtained from comparison with the data,

are all approximately the same. This points towards non exchange

degeneracy of the A-trajectory (ref. 11).

The calculated spectra corresponding to these parameters are shown as

solid curves in figs. 5.9a, b, c.

In figs. 5.10a-d we show some experimental t-distributions, together with

the predictions of the model. The invariants , the distributions of which

are not shown, are linear combinations of the invariants that are

displayed e.g. sR.p + t R ^ _ + t ^ . - m*. + mj • f
We make the following comments:

In the TT IT -spectrum, which

back-ground, the p-peak is generated by diagrams (4 + 12), while the

1) In the TT IT -spectrum, which almost entirely consists of p-meson and
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M(n-a°)f3eV/c2]
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ie shown as a solid
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Fig. 5.10 t-distributions: tpl+ (a), trv- (b)3 tyr^o (a), tmo (d)
from the reaction K~p •*• Z+ir-n-o. For (b), (e), Ca) the
t-cut l£_v+l < 3.0 (GeV/a)z h/m hoavi tmni.j.aSl.tGMt l*nE+! < s'° (GeV/e)* has been applied.
The prediction of the Veneziano model, explained in the text,
is shown as a solid line.
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back-ground, especially at higher masses is mostly accounted for =>s

reflection of the I (1670).
— + '

2) In the TT £ spectrum the A (1520) and Z (1670) come out reasonably

well, but at lower mass (̂  1400 GeV) the model only contains £,(1385),

whereas! experimentally the Y (1405) apparently is present too.

We have not tried to extend the model in this sense, since this is a

minor defect of the model.

The discrepancy, observed at the highest masses, is mainly due to the

fact, that in the model E (1670) and Er(1385) in the v°Z+ spectrum,

have reflections especially at these masses in the ti Z spectrum.

3) In the n I spectrum a satisfactory description of all peaks is

given, supporting the hypothesis of degenerate I (1190), T. (1670)

trajectories.

4) In figs. 5.lOa-d we observe a tendency of the model to favour too

strongly forward produced mesons. This may be attributed to the fact

that the applied t-cut, |t „+! < 3.0(GeV/ ) 2 , does not completely

remove haryon-exchange, as has been assumed in the model.

To test this hypothesis, we have compared the predictions of the

model with the t-distributions with the narrower t-cut,
|t v+| < 1.0(GeV/c)

z. As a result we found an improvement of the
pi

overall agreement between model and data as far as the t-distributions

are concerned. The general features of the invariant-mass distributions

remain unchanged.

5.4 Conclusions

5.4.1 K~p -*• E V ~

* **
Evxdence has been found for K - K exchange degeneracy.

The shape of the differential cross-section can be described using a

simple Bi»-amplitude, only taking into account the leading 1=0 trajectory

(A (1115)) in the s-channel, in case one discards Harari-Rosner rules.

Otherwise no distinction can be made between 1=0 and 1=1 in the s-channel

and moreover the prediction for the backward peak is less satisfactory.
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5.4.2 K~p •* E+TT~TT°

An important feature of this reaction appears to be the dominance of the

p(760) and I (1670) resonances. There is a striking difference between the
*- + o +

experimental n Z and IT £ -invariant mass spectra, This phenomenon is

reproduced by the model. The model explains this difference by the fact

that the TT Z spectrum is mostly built up out of reflections of the

diagrams containing the p and the £ (1670) trajectories, while the rc E

spectrum suffers less severely from reflections i.e. contains less

back-ground.

As concerns t-distributions, the observed discrepancy in figs. 5.IQa-d

can be satisfactorely attributed to the events with higher |t _+j-values.

These events may be associated with baryon-exchange which was left out

of the model. Apparently the applied t-cut, |t »+| < 3.0(GeV/c)2, does

not substantiate sufficiently this neglect of baryon-exchange in the

model.
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Appendix I

KINEMATICS OF THE DECAY I -

I.1 Introduction

In this appendix we will consider the decay of a charged I.

This decay is seen in the bubble chamber picture as a kink, which is

shown schematically in fig. I.I. Starting from this experimental picture,

we will treat the kinematics of this decay.

AQ

// beamparticte

Fig. I.I Schematic picture of the decay of a
charged I as seen in a bubble chamber.

Due to the short lifetime of the E, the track length AQ is small and a

measurement of the momentum is generally not very precise. In most

cases the track AQ is not measured at all; only the coordinates of the

vertices AA and QQ are measured. However the track of the charged decay

product (Q2) is normally fully measured.

Thus known from measurement are:

1) the direction of motion of the E, which follows from the measurements

of the production vertex AA and the decay vertex QQ,
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2) che magnitude of the momentum and the direction of motion of the out-

going charged decay product of the E.

Using these quantities as input, we want to find the momentum of the Z

in the laboratory system.

We will solve this problem, introducing the rapidity variable (ref. 1),

which will enable us to represent special configurations in an

illustrating way.

It should be stressed that the formalism, although presented only for

the decay of a charged £, is applicable to any two body decay. Also it

can be extended to more complicated kinematical configurations.

1.2 Rapidityt Qualitative Considerations

Relativistic kinematics uses energy-momentum four vectors of particles

(ref. 2). In stead of these energy-momentum four vectors velocity

parameters can be used. These parameters represent the relative velocity

of reference frames or free particles. The reference frames are re-

presented by points in a 3-dimensional space, the coordinate axes of

which refer to the three momentum components. This space is a projection

of Minkowski space upon 3 dimensions (ref. 3). The velocity paramerer,

often called the rapidity, is a hyperbolic distance in this space.

The rapidity, io» is defined in each Lorentz frame by:

tgh uj = e = '!•' (i.i)

with ui : the rapidity of the particle

p : the momentum of the particle

E : the energy of the particle.

The definition of a. is chosen in such a way that the addition formula

of relativistic velocities is fulfilled automatically.

For colinearly moving particles the resulting rapidity is simply given

by the sum of the rapidities of the particles:
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When the particles do not move colinearly, hyperbolic geometry should be

used to compute the tesulting rapidity (ref. 4), This will be shown in

section 1.4 of this appendix*

A kinematic configuration involving two outgoing particles e.g. the

decay of a hyperton, can be represented in a two dimensional rapidity

plane (refs. 3, 4). Each point in the rapidity plane represents a

Lorentz frame and the distance u between two points is connected with

the relative velocity (3 of the two frames, as given by the definition

of m (ref. 5).

The decay of a E is then represented in the following way. As origin in

the rapidity plane we take the laboratory frame represented by the

symbol L.

The z-axis is taken as the direction of motion of the Z in the

laboratory system.

With these considerations in mind, we can represent the decay of the E

by fig. 1.2. In this figure, P represents the rest-frame of the charged

decay^product of the Z moving with a speed relative to L given by

3 • & = tghu), where (p,E) denotes the four vector of the charged decay

product in the laboratory frame.

^

Fig. 1.2 Rapidity diagram of the decay of a charged
E, as determined by the measurements.

The direction of motion of P with respect to the E-direction is given

by 8, which in the origin of the rapidity plane is equal to the

geometric angle.jp|sine is called the transverse momentum.
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From the measurements fig. 1.2 is completely fixed for each individual

event.

In advance we know that, due to the definition of the z-axis, the rest-

frame of the E is represented by a point* to be called H» somewhere

on the z-axis. Since the Edecays into two particles only, the hyperbolic

distance W « tu* is fixed. It is given by formula I.I taking |p| and E,

for the charged decay product* in the E rest-frame.

The solution of the problem, as stated in the introduction of chis

appendix, is thus found by constructing the points of intersection Ei,2

of the z-axis with the hyperbolic circle having P as centre and ta* as

radius. The result is shown in fig. 1.3.

*-z

Fig. 1.3 Rapidity diagram* co > to .

This figure demonstrates one of the advantages of the use of the rapi-

dity variable: it is possible to consider the two solutions simultaneous-

ly in om figure. With the commonly used formalism of the Lorentz

ellipse one would not be able to do this (ref. 6). The momentum p_ of the

E in the laboratory system is determined by the distance ft'1,2 = LE"i,2.

Analogously to formula (I.I) we can write:

tgh (1.3)
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or equivalently,

gvYv » shftj,2 (1.4)
Lt

and

h
— - yT - chfii,2 (1.5)

where Pj,, Ej., 3*. and Yy are defined in the laboratory system.

Fig. 1.3, together with the formulae (1.3), (1.4) and (1.5), enables us to

demonstrate in a clear way all special cases and troubles connected

with kinks.

We wil l distinguish between three different s i tua t ions :

0 two different solutions for the E momentum,

2) one solution (or, equivalently, two coinciding solut ions) ,

3) no solut ion.

1) Two different solutions

This situation, being the most frequently occuring one, is sketched in

fig. 1.3. One sees immediately that Ei corresponds to a slow E, whereas

£2 corresponds to a fast E. In the rest-frame of the slow I, the charged

decay product is emitted in the forward hemisphere, whereas in the rest-

frame of the fast £ it is emitted in the backward hemisphere. The

direction of motion in the I rest-frame is given by the angle 0! < •=•

and •=• < 62 < IT, as indicated in fig. 1.3.

2) One solution

Only one solution is found when the transverse component of the momentum

p is equal to the total momentum in the £ rest-frame. In this case Ij

and £2 coincide and 81 = 0 2 = y.

3) No solution

No solution can be constructed when 8 is so big that the measured

transverse momentum exceeds the kinematically allowed boundary. In this

case the circle of fig. 1.3 does not have an intersection with the

z-axis. This situation gives rise to the known problems in GRIND/HYDRA

and is treated in detail in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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From fig. 1.3 one sees that due co measurement errors, the situation as

described in 2)can easily degenerate to this unphysical situation.

Consequently troubles are expected in the region of Bj " 6 2 • •£.

As shown in chapter 2 this expectation is confirmed.

1.3 Special Configurations, Details

*Since we are dealing with a two body decay, ui is fixed. It is determined

by the momentum of the decay product in the E rest-frame. The other input

variables w» 6 differ from event to event. We will consider the following

situations:

ui = w and 8 » y

It should be stressed in advance that the definition of the z-axis

in the direction of the E momentum will turn out to be important.

(i) > WLJ
This configuration is shown in fig. I.3.Ei and E2 move in the positive

z-direction as is required by the definition of the z-axis. Both

solutions can be accepted in this case, but 0 > y is excluded.

Actually there is a maximum value 6 < T * imposed by kinematics,

which corresponds to the case where the two solutions coincide (T.\ ~ E2).

Fig. 1.4 shows this maximum angle as a function of the incoming E

momentum, separately for E •+• pir° and Z '•*• nir". This figure once again

underlines the visible difference between these two decay modes.

< ca*, 0 < |-

In this configuration shown in fig. 1.5 only Hz is acceptable, since

has the wrong direction due to the definition of the z-axis.

< a)*, e > j

Here too, only E2 is the correct solution, again due to the definition

of the z-axis. The configuration is shown in fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.4 Maximum laboratory decay angle for the decays of a charged £.
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Fig. 1.5 Rapidity diagram, us < w and 8 £ -g-

Fig. 1.6 Rapidity diagram, cu < u) and Q %,-j
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Figs. 1.5 an 1.6 correspond to the p ic tures , as seen in the bubble

chamber, shown in f igs . 1.7 and 1.8 respec t ive ly .

Fig. 1.7 a l so can correspond to f ig . 1 .3 , the difference being LO > a>

(two s o l u t i o n s , f i g . 1.3) or w < to (one s o l u t i o n , f i g . 1 .5 ) .

decay-track decay-track

I-track

Fig. 1.7/ Schematic pictures of the decay of a charged Z as seen
1.8 in a bidtble chamber.

ID 6 < —
2

As seen in fig. 1.9, Ii corresponds to the £ decay at rest.

Only £2 can be accepted as a good solution. The bubble chamber picture,

corresponding to this situation is like fig. 1.7.

It*1

Fig. 1.9 Rapidity diagmm> w = w and 9 < —
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. e > f
Zz being at rest and Z\ having the wrong cUrection, this situation

leads to no acceptable solution (see fig. I.10).

I
I
I
I
t

Fig . 1.10 Rapidity diagram^ o> = u and 6 > -*.

Summarizing we may say:
*

a) if « < w , a l l values 0 < 6 < IT are allowed, but only one solution

can be constructed,
*

if W > ll) ,

possible.

b) if a) > a) . 6 is restricted by 0 < 6 < |- and two solutions are

1.4 Some Formulae

In this section we give some formulae which enable us to make

computations concerning the configurations of the previous sections.

A) Expression for oj

Consider the I-decays:

£ •*• P7T° (1.6)
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Then u is given for (1.6) by:

E mz 2 - -••

L * P
m
P

2m_m
* P

(1.8)

and for (1.7) by;

E _+ n>2_ - in2 + m2 +
ch 0) m +

7 T -

II-
(1.9)

B) Computation of £

In order to compute

(see fig. I.II)

,2 we have to solve the geometrical exercise:

Q

Fig. I.II

In the triangle PLS are known; the angle PLZ = 6 and the sides

PL = 0), PL = ai . To be computed: the length of LZ, with the constraint

that 8 always should be an interior angle, either acute or obtuse (due

to the definition of the z-axis.

ft can be computed by applying the hyperbolic cosine rule:

*-
ch <a = ch ID ch ft - sh to sh U cos 9

Usitigthe identity

(I.10)

(I.11)
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we can transform formula (I.10) in a quadratic equation. The solutions

of this quadratic equation are:

.n chojchu) ± shw cos9 /sh2u> - shzw sin26 ,_ ,_.
chQl>2 = ; : : • (1.12)

1 + sh (u sin 6
Using formulae (1.3-5) formula (I.12) transforms to:

* / * Z 2 . !,

E_ EE ± p cosQ /p - p sm'O

4 ' n* • p2 sin29 <X'13>

with m : the rest mass of the outgoing charged particle,

(p~,Ej.) : the four vector of the E in the laboratory frame,

(p,E) : the four vector of particle P (the outgoing charged

particle) in the laboratory frame,
->* *
(p ,E ) : the four vector of particle P in the E-frame.

E follows from formula (1.8) or formula (1.9), p from:

p = /E - m2 (1.14)

whereas p and 9 are determined by measurement. E follows from the

expression analogous to formula (1.14), for the particle P.

Conservation of transverse momentum (fig. I.11) is expressed by:

p sin 9 = p sin 0 (I.15)

From formula (1.15) it follows that the roots in formula (1.13) are real.

When p i p (equivalent to u £ u ) both real roots are acceptable and

the maximum angle is given by:

sin 8 = J- (y iA)
max p *••"•" IO'

*

When p < p , there is no restriction for 8. Due to the fact that for

8 < -j only the largest solution is acceptable and for 8 > y only the

smallest one, as explained in section 1.3, we should retain only the

positive sign in formula (1.13) in case of p < p .

an
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Summarizing we can say:
*

a) p i p '• * sign in formula (1.13) and sin B 4 sin 0

b) p < p : only the + sign in formula (1.13) and 0 « 6 ̂  u .
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Appendix I I

SELECTION OF VENEZIANO DIAGRAMS

In t h i s appendix we w i l l show how to s e l e c t from the 12 Veneziano

diagrams, introduced in chapter 5 , the s e t s of diagrams tha t f u l f i l l a

number of specific restrictions.

Fig. II . I once again shows the twelve diagrams. For the notation we

refer to chapter 5.

The problem to solve is to find out which sets can be selected from

these twelve diagrams if one:

a) assumes exchange degeneracy of the K -trajectory,

b) requires non-exchange degeneracy of the p-trajectory,

c) neglects baryon exchange, in the sense indicated in chapter 5,

d) allows any diagram to contribute, which is not excluded by a) or c),

We will l is t hereafter the consequences of these restrictions.

.- r

+ - oFig . I I . 1 iZTie 22 Veneziano diagrams of the reaction K p •*• Z IT IT .
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a) is interpreted such that one of the two Veneziano diagrams connected

by line reversal with respect to the K -trajectory must be omitted.

Two diagrams are said to be connected by line reversal with respect to

Che K -trajectory, if the external lines of the channel in which the

K -trajectory is exchanged, are interchanged, when going from one to the

other diagram, while the position of the other external lines remains

unchanged. Hereby it is sometimes important to note that, since the

diagrams are dual diagrams, each one of them in fig. II.I is equivalent

to all diagrams that can be obtained by a cyclic permutation of all

external lines.

As an example of diagrams connected by line reversal with respect to the

K , we mention the diagrams 3 and 6, where only the K and TT are inter-

changed when going from 3 to 6 and vice versa.

From fig. II. 1 one sees that on behalf of rule a) one must omit one

diagram in any of the following pairs:

diagram 3 or diagram 6

diagram 4 or diagram 10

diagram 5 or diagram 9

diagram 7 or diagram 11

diagram 8 or diagram 10

diagram 9 or diagram 12

diagram 4 or diagram 5

diagram 8 or diagram 12

diagram 9 or diagram 10

From b) it follows that one always either should allow the combination

of diagrams connected by line reversal with respect to the p-trajectory,

or drop both.

As a result in any of the following pairs both diagrams must occur:

diagram 1 and diagram 2

diagram 4 and diagram 12

diagram 5 and diagram 8

c) implies that the following diagrams can be neglected:

diagrams 1,2,6 and 7. M/ j
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d) means that any diagram not ruled out by the previous restrictions is

allowed to contribute.

We will make the selection of sets of diagrams that fulfill the

restrictions a)-d) by drawing a graph (ref. 1), which is known from the

theory of linear programming.

This is done in the following way.

A diagram, i, is represented by a point i.

A restriction resulting from a), 'i or j', is represented by a line

connecting the points i and j•

A restriction resulting from b), 'i and j 1 , leads to the representation

of the two diagrams i and j by one point, to be called i + j.

Restriction c) leads to the omission of certain points.

Taking into account the restrictions from a) and b) only, the graph as

sketched in fig. IX.2a should be drawn.

We can consider the points of the graph as points of an electric circuit

and the connecting lines as conductors connecting these points. The

problem of selecting sets of diagrams from fig. II. 1, such that the

restrictions are satisfied, is equivalent to adding connections to the

circuit such that all its points can be brought at the same electric

potential in case only one point of the circuit is connected to a power

supply. Doing this, one has to take into account restriction a ) ,

implying that for pairs of points that are already connected, at most

one electrical connection should be used.

The fact that one can meet these requirements in different ways, gives

rise to different sets of diagrams. Each such a set consists of end

points (= diagrams) of the new connections.

Before doing this, we first will apply restriction c).

This results in the graph shown in fig. II.2b.

Finally, requirement d) implies that the isolated points 3 and 11 of

fig. II.2b must be connected, with new connections, to the circuit

obtained already.

The 4 ways of doing this are shown in fig. II.3, where the dashed lines

are the new,connections.
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Fig, II.2 Graphs fulfilling^ restrictions a) and b) (fig. 11.2a), and
fulfilling restrictions a), b}3 s} (fig. II.Sb).
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5*6

4*12

5+8

4*12

11

ii*3' Four ways of adding new aonneationa to the graph of fig.- II. i.
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So we conclude that there exist only 4 sets of diagrams that fulfill the

restrictions a)-d),

These sets are:

I : 5 + 8 , II, 3 (fig. II.3a)

II : 4 ••• 12, 1.1, 3 (fig. II.3b)

III ; 9 , 1 1 , 3 (fig. II.3c)

IV : 10 , 11,3 (fig. II.3d)
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Refevenaes Appendix II

I) W.L.Price, 'Graphs and Networks1! published by Butterworths,
London 1971.

R.E.D,Henderiks, 'Lineaire programmering•, Aula-b&eken 485.
Uitg. Het Spectrum, TJtirecht 1972,



SUMMARY

In this thesis some results are presented,obtained from a 4.2 GeV/c

K p-experiment.

This experiment was carried out in the 2m CERN Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

and it was set up as a medium scale experiment (10-15 events/yb) by

groups from Airsterdam and Nijmegen.

Later on groups from CERN and Oxford joined the collaboration and the

experiment was extended to a- 120 events/yh. The analysis of this big

experiment is still under way.

The results, presented in this thesis, are based on Amsterdam-Nijmegen

data only.

In chapter 1 a general review of the experiment is given. Particular

attention is paid to the scanning procedure, one of the most time

consuming parts of the analysis. We tried to speed up the scan without

a fall-off in quality. Results are discussed in chapter 1.

"Chapters 2 and 3 deal with problems connected with charged decays

(kinks). In particular the decay of a charged sigma-hyperon appears

on the: bubble chamber picture as a kink with a straight-hyperon track.

Consequently a measurement of the hyperon-momentum is impossible.

The hyperon-momentum is then deduced solving a quadratic equation that

originates from the application of the energy-momentum conservation

laws at the decay vertex.

In chapter 2 modifications are treated that have been implemented in

the kineoatical fitting programme in order to improve the pass rate of

these events with a straight hyperon-track.

These modifications concern a curvature correction i.e. a momentum

- dependent azimuthal correction and a recovery procedure for kinks whose

measurements lead to unphysical solutions for the hyperon momentum.

Both modifications have proven to function well; results are discussed

in chapter 2.
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Chapter 3 treats geometrical losses for kinks and ways to correct for

them.

Two types of losses, both scanning-losses accuring in the scanning stage

of the experiment, are discussed:

1) the lenght-loss, due to kink-events having either a short hyperon

track or a decay outside the illuminated region of the chamber,

2) the small-angle loss, due to kink-events having A small laboratory

decay angle.

Methods, correcting for these losses are discussed and experimental

features of these correction methods are displayed*

Chapter 4 concerns a paper published by the AmsterdanrNijmegen

Collaboration- The draft of this paper was written by the author of this

thesis in cooperation with Dr.W.Hoogland.

The paper presents a study of reactions of the type K p •+ 0 TJ- , where
1

the outgoing particles are denoted by their spin (0, —) and parity

(-, +)•

Differential and total cross-sections are determined for the reactions:

K~p •+ K°n, -*• ir°A, •*• nA, •+ n'A •* n~E +, -*• ir+E~, •*• K V .

In the forward production peak the polarization of the hyperon is

measured in the reactions: K p -*• IT A, -•• riA, •*• Tl'A, -»- ir £ .

An interpretation of the results is given in terms of a dual Regge model,

including the effects of absorption.

In chapter 5, Veneziano type models are considered, describing the

reactions K p -*• E IT , K p •+ E ir t * •

The shape of the differential cross-section of the reaction K p •> I IT

can be described using,a simple four-point amplitude (B,), only taking

into account the leading 1=0 hyperon trajectory (A.(1115)) in the

s-channel, in case one discards Harari-Rosner rules. Otherwise no

distinction can be made_between 1=0 and 1*1 in the s-channel and more-

over the prediction for the backward peak is less satisfactory.

The B5-approach to the reaction K p •+ Z TT TT
O, using a five-point

function, is new.

A model is used, consisting of four five-point diagrams. / !/ I
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As in the B,-amplitude, the K (890) - K (1420) trajectory is assumed to

be exchange degenerate.

The features of the experimental mass spectra are well described.

The predicted t-distributions compare reasonably with the experimental

distributions.

In appendix I the decay of a sigma-hyperon is treated using the rapidity

variable.

Appendix II, finally, shows how to select from the twelve Veneziano

diagrams of the reaction K p -* £ IT IT , introduced in chapter 5, the sets

of diagrams fulfilling specific restrictions.



SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden enige resultaten gepresenteerd, verkregen uit

een K p-experiment bij een inkomende impuls van 4.2 GeV/c.

Het experiment werd uitgevoerd in het 2m waterstof belienvat dat te

Genève bij de Europese Organisatie voor Kernfysisch Onderzoek (CERN)

staat opgesteld.

Het experiment is opgezet door groepen uit Amsterdam en Nijmegen en was

oorspronkelijk ontworpen als een experiment met een statistische

significantie van 10-15 events/yb.

In een later stadium is het samenwerkingsverband uitgebreid met groepen

uit Genève (CERN) en Oxford, waarbij de uiteindelijk te verkrijgen

statistiek tevens verhoogd is tot ^ 120 events/yb. De analyse van deze

grote hoeveelheid gegevens is in volle gang.

De resultaten, die in dit proefschrift beschreven worden, zijn bijna

uitsluitend gebaseerd op gegevens van de groepen uit Amsterdam en

Nijmegen.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt een algemeen overzicht van het experiment gegeven.

Speciale aandacht wordt aan het scannen besteed, een van de meest tijd-

rovende aspecten van een bellenvat-experiment.

In hoofdstuk 1 worden de resultaten van een versnelde scan-methode

besproken.

In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden problemen behandeld, die specifiek zijn

voor het verval van een geladen deeltje, dat als een knik in een spoor

op de belienvat foto wordt waargenomen.

In het bijzonder bij geladen sigma-hyperonen is een meting van de impuls

veelal onmogelijk doordat de kromming van het sigma-spoor, lopend van

productie- tot vervalspunt, niet voldoende nauwkeurig te meten is.

De impuls wordt dan verkregen als oplossing van een vierkantsvergelijking

welke volgt door toepassen in het vervalspunt van de behoudswetten van

energie en impuls.

In hoofdstuk 2 worden veranderingen besproken welke in het kinematische

fit-programma zijn aangebracht, ten einde het aantal geslaagde fits bij
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deze knikken met een recht hyperon-spoor te vergroten.

Hiertoe wordt een krommingscorrectie uitgevoerd, waarbij het azimuth van

het hyperon-spoor gecorrigeerd wordt voor de (slecht meetbare) kromming.

Voorts is een redprocedure ontworpen voor knikken waarbij de gemeten

grootheden tot niet-fysische oplossingen van bovengenoemde vierkants-

vergeUjking voeren. Met name de resultaten van de redprocedure worden

in hoofdstuk 2 uitvoerig besproken.

Hoofdstuk 3 betreft verliezen, welke optreden in een verzameling knik"

gebeurtenissen ten gevolge van de geometrische configuratie van de knik.

Correctie-methodes voor deze verliezen worden in dit hoofdstuk behandeld.

Twee soorten verliezen, beide scan-verliezen, welke tijdens de scan

optreden, worden behandeld:

1) lengte-verliezen, ten gevolge van knikken, waarbij het spoor tussen

productie- en vervalspunt uiterst kort is of waarvan het verval

buiten het verlichte deel van het bellenvat plaatsvindt.

2) kleine-hoek verliezen, ten gevolge van knikken, waarvan de vervals-

hoek in het laboratorium systeem zeer klein is.

Hoofdstuk 4 bevat een publicatie van de Amsterdam-Nijmegen collaboratie.

Het concept voor dit stuk werd door de auteur van dit proefschrift

geschreven, in samenwerking met Dr.W.Hoogland.

Deze publicatie behandelt interacties van het type K p + 0 -5- , waarbij

de uitgaande deeltjes symbolisch zijn aangegeven door hun spin (0, y)

en pariteit (-, +). Differentiële en totale werkzame doorsnedes zijn

bepaald van de volgende reacties: K p + K°n, •*• ir°A, •+ nA, •*• n'A, •*• TT~Z ,

-»•TrZ,-»-KE.De polarisatie van het hyperon is, in de voorwaartse

productie piek, gemeten bij de reacties: K p •»• ir°A, •+ r\h, •+ TI'A, •*• ir 'Z .

Een interpretatie van de resultaten wordt gegeven in het kader van een

duaal Regge-model, waarbij ook absorptie-effecten in de beschouwingen

betrokken zijn«

In hoofdstuk 5 worden Veneziano-modellen bekeken, welke de reacties

Kp-*-Zir ,Kp-*-Zïïïï beschrijven.

De vormvan de differentiële werkzame doorsnede van de reactie K p-*Z ÏÏ kan met

een eenvoudige vierpunts-amplitude (B, ) beschreven worden, welke in tót | / f
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s-kanaal alleen een isospin 1=0 hyperon baan (A (1115)) bevat. Hierbij

wordt niet voldaan aan de Harari-Rosner regels.

Indien men wel aan deze regels wil voldoen, dan laten de experimentele

gegevens, naast 1=0 in het s-kanaal, ook de keuze van 1=1 in het s-kanaal

toe. Bovendien voldoet de voorspelling van het model voor de achterwaartse

piek van de differentiële werkzame doorsnede minder goed.

De beschrijving van de reactie K p -»• E ÏÏ TT met behulp van een vijfpunts-

functie is, voor zover bekend, niet eerder gepresenteerd.

Het model dat wordt toegepast, is opgebouwd uit vier vijfpunts-diagrammen

uit de twaalf mogelijke vijfpunts-diagrammen voor deze reactie.

Evenals bij de B,-amplitude wordt sterke ruil-ontaarding verondersteld

tussen de K (890) en K (1420) Regge-banen.

De karakteristieke eigenschappen van de experimentele invariante-massa

spectra worden door het model goed beschreven.

De voorspelde t-verdelingen komen redelijke overeen met de experimentele

verdelingenI

In appendix I wordt het verval van een sigma-hyperon behandeld met behulp

van de rapheidsvariabele.

In appendix II tenslotte, wordt getoond op welke wijze uit de 12

Veneziano-diagrammen voor de reactie K p -*• I TT ir , welke in roof ds tuk 5

zijn ingevoerd, combinaties van diagrammen geselecteerd kunnen worden,

die aan gespecificeerde beperkingen voldoen.
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